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WEATHER FORECAST
Denvsr.Colo., May 28 Tonight generally
fair.

SUGGESTS

PANESE ROYAL PAIR
COMING TO AMERICA

STRIKE

RECEIVES A1TEHT10N

METHODS OF

BULK

WILL BE A HAPPY ONE

vj

iSirj

if

If

,

Late Financier Makes
His Widow One or
the Wealthiest

Will of

of All.
0!l WATER
FAIR

TRAINS ARE RUN

WOULD HELP

president
May
2S.
Washington,
Tuft und the- cabinet today consider,;;!
thiGeorgia inilroad strike and decided that Chairman Knapp. of the
c. ninn-reecumin ission,
interstate
should go at oiu-- to Atlanta and us'
his effort. f alfeet an adjustment of
the trouole, nr at leapt enforce compliance witll t:ie iV.tel state- commerce
-

e

!.

Negro I'lrcincii I
o
rylnK a
Atlanta. .May
lii" man. tin; first train of any
sort run oxer the Georgia railro'ul
fur more than live days, an engine
and mail car. t here ut 7: 30 this
out
pulled
morning.
The train
through a deep lane of spectaors at
demthe station, but there was no
onstration.
Rait- - War In Sight.
Augusta, i;a., May 28. Tin trains
startod
over the Georgia railroad
nine of
from here this morning.
them tired by negroes. The first train
left at 7:45, with a regular crew, Including a negro fireman, and this wis
the fintst to be run since last Saturday. The train consisted of mall
oars only, manned by negro malll
disturbance
No
unusual
clerks.
inn i ked the departure or the train
and epul is from nearby towns say
it passed through without unusual incident.
A number of white men brought
s
and kept unhere as
der guard several days were avalla,- firemen, and despite the fa-- 't
r'i asthere ha heretofore been opthe opinposition to
ion is expressed that less ill feeling
has been aroused by the use of white
nun than by negroes.
Many persons declare they would
rather do without mail than have it
brought by negro firemen and the
(iiiestiuii is generally discussed att to
whether the railroad has decided iu
have the race Issue threshed out it
.me hy its action.
se-i-

ne-gr-

2S.-r-- Cai

It-r-

I

strike-breaker-

s,

Scientific Review of Conditions
Here and Elsewhere Shows
How Trouble Can
be Easily
i
. Avoided.

ic"

fcM'--,- i

a

0mm

That the city and county officials
should distribute oil cm the pools of
stagnant water .in ard about Albu- qui rque and thus rid this section ot
the' valley of a aig part of its mos- PRINCK AXD PHINCKSS NASHIMOTO.
quito population is the opinion of a
America will shortly see a real Japanese royal couple. Prince and Prinphysician, who reviews PKATRICK THAW AND HKlt FIANCE. MARQUIS FRANCESCEO MARIA
xvell known
cess Xashimoto. who are now in France, will go to Pngland to reeilvc the the health situation at length in the
THKODOLI.
States-wherhospitality of royalty, and will, within two months, cume to the United
I
,1 n
ionowillg coilirnuilicauon.
lKl,nrir Mnv
n...
I'll
ll Inlprnnllnniil
tnu
X'l
they will be lavishly entertained.
Citinen Malaria and
Kdltor
TIihxv. daughter of Alex, tilaire Thaw of this citv.
Htrice
The princess is a riece of the mikado. The princess is exceedingly phoid fever are txvo diseases most
She Is to wed Marquis Francesceo Maria Theodoli on June 3, in the city
beautiful, even from the European standpoint, and Kuropenns s; that it Is prevalent
throughout
United of Rome. They will come Immediately to the United States.
the
They are a loving States beginning
easy to explain why the prince Is so devoted to her.
this
from about
Undaunted by the fact that tho luck of American girls xvith foreigners
Couple.
time of the year and extending lately has been very poor, and that Alice Thnxv, her cousin, failed miserably
summer
Into
the fali of In her attempt to carry the title of the Duchess of Yarmouth through mut- through tinthe year. Hoth of these diseases are rlmony. Miss Thaw, It is said. Is prepnrlng for an elaborate ceremony.
preventable and have no reason to
Francesceo Is n clerk in a bank In Rome. Rome Is In Italy, aa every
SONS OE VETERANS CITY COUNCIL READY exist
in civilized communities xvhere one knows, but the Thaws don't call Frnnceseeo an Italian. Indeed, no. He's
proper
n Ronn.n.
the public authorities take the
There's little of the gladiator about him. though his handsome
amount of care nnd consideration for face boasts a Roman nose. His family record Is clear of scandal for generlivthe health und comfort of those
ORGANIZED LARGE
TO RECEIVE BIDS
ations back, it la said, and mayb" the marriage will be a happy one.
ing under their administration.
Hoth of these diseases occur In
large cities, but they are both pre!
FOR SEWER
eminently diseases of the country and OMAHA POLICE
BELIEVE VETERANS TO OBSERVE
smaller towns. Swampy regions may
infrequently occur In large cities but
are very commonly found in the coun"
IAL
THEY HAVE TRAIN
Thlrty-SI- x
Members Joined Plans Are Approved and An- try or on the borders of smaller
toxrns.
This In a measure accounts
other Step TaKen
First New Mexico Camp
for malaria fever being known as a
lill
PCDC
P
country disease.
Toward Actual
w as recognized
at Meeting Last
For many years
ULttLiil
that malnria xvus more prevalent In
Construction.
Night
swampy districts than In those places
whleli were hlirh and drv. and that
Were Arrested Sunday and Monday Will be
those pe rsons who xvcre exposed, par- - ThTCO Men
sewer
new
Albuquerque's
liils for
in the presence of members of the
m
Mllisiei,
111 Ulill I)
Ullt'l
.,iiiti'j
once
ex
Devoted to Honoring
si em will be advertised for at
G. A. It.
Last Night as Result
districts, were most apt to contract
and auxiliaries, the first
and will be opened by the city
gave' rise to the theThis
malaria.
camp of the .Sons of Veterans in New cil
the Dead Sol-cferJuly 10.
to action taken
of Accidental
by in- Mexico was formed last night in the at a special meeting of the coun :il ory that malaria was caused
from
material
baling
j
some
noxious
Klks' lodge rooms. The camp bears j last night, whin the plans and
Discovery.
swampy districts which material xvas
for the wink were consider- most poisonous at night. In fact, the
the name Kit (.'arson ( amp No. 1.'
and the stamp of
very name
the disease presents
and has .16 charter members, while ed in detail
Owing to the fact that Decoratijn
aflixed by the aldermen, May- - this theory, of
Omaha, May 2s. The polic
of
the word malaria coming
a
number 'if others have signified or i.esu r, Engineer (Madding
Day comes on Sunday this year, the
an 1
South Omaha and Omaha have been services will slightly vary from forAs a from malaerla (had air.)
their Intention of Joining.
Consulting Kngineer belaud.
Within the past decade science has busy today, following every clu that mer years and the following program
b lieved
Is
Tin- meeting was attended by near- - result of Ihis action it
we
had promised to furnish Identification of has been urrungeel by the members
taught that while- ever) thing
ly 20 people, The organization
of j'that actual work of construct Ion will before noticed about swamp
lands
of the (1. A. R. feir the memorial
suumn
ends.
before
the
r,
camp
new
was under tne
the
fn.l their particular danger at night the nun arri'.sted last night on sus- exercises:
make
.specifications
plan.,
and
The
Pacjllc
1).
picion
of
Union
being
.
special aide
the
train
was correct, we had still overlooked
lion of
Scinday: The memorial sermon will
to Commander Allen of Hiohmond, a viduiniiioiw package, consisting o the real danger and that
malaria robbers, but little material progress be- preached by Chaplain Thomas
Tli'.'V
pages.
'.lundreclH
of
typewritten
Va., and he was assisted by Colonel
was not cnuued by the breathing of had
made up to noon. The
Harwood pi the Prmbyterlan church,
prepared by incinbi rs oi the the noxious gases emanating
Kdwaril Johnson, past command) r of .o,
from
that th right men have been corner Fifth and Silver avenue, at 11
thcouncil,
the
of
sewer
committee
in-the G. A. R. and the patriotic
but was due entirely to caught is still strong but the1
xwiiinp.
the
link
o'clock in the morning. Members of
and the two eiigineeis anil It the bite of a certain species of mos- connecting the-inn
Mexiio, and by
struitor of Ni
with guns
masks
K. Warren post,
Relief Corps,
believed that i very detail has been quito, nnd that the swamp was more end other evidences of guilt Is miss- (!.
i rttt
Clark, p
eommariler of the
Ijulles of the .!. A. R Navy, Tile
I l'o
n
construcso
win
fully
si
that
(i. A. R. Tht following ol!i ers were
night than by day from ing.
dangerous
at
Sons of Veterans, Veterans of the
tiou of the sew. r begins there will the fact that tills species of mosquito
i lected and installed
The men today deny that they are Spanish-America- n
war, all old
John V. 'be no misunderstandings between tile is more prevalent ufter sunset than iicqualnted with each other but ill
Pitt Itoss, commander;
and all members of other patare
Wilson, senior
K. 'contractor and the city.
ice commander;
lands,
therefore,
Swamp
was
belongings
before.
one
of
of
the
them
riotic orders are? requested to meet at
ThiKe specif
wire cousi.l-e,- -, mit particularly dangerous In themG
Pratt junior vice euminander; c
a photograph of all three to- the Central school building at 10.30
seetiim by section at the meeting selves hut menace the health of a found
o. Cushnian, H. S. I.ilhuo.v and I r
in an automobile xvith Sunday morning to march in a body
gether,
seated
council; K. I.. last night and the council believes it- community by propagatlYig the mos- a woman. There is nothing to show to attend services in the church.
H. I.. Smart, camp
K
Mi Donald has Mi rangi d i very thing in eonne.'quito which insect alone can cause when- the- - picture was made.
Grosse. seiretary;
Monday: All of the above members
work so that once malarial fever.
treasurer; W. 1). Sterling, patriot!; Iiou with t'.ie will
The discovery eif revolvers yesle-rof patriotic
and all old
no
delay
from
be
there
instructor; J. M. Sylvester, ainNIc: ):. 'startiil
all
the
from
differs
xvas made by a
fever
pupil
day
of
Malarial
Koldii-rthe
are requeste-to be at R-- 1
prone
we
guide; Krank K irster. this source. Tile city will now
are
to
S. Klwood.
which
was
playing
fevers
lireixvn
who
other
school,
Park
from
hall on Cold avenue
I
amp color guard; Joseph Phillips. pamphlets containing the plans an
li. this locality In one particular point. ill the vicinity. The cache xvhere the w here- they x 111 proceed. In carriages,
spi cifications to contractors and ad- - Typhoid
diphis
a
xvas
tuberculeisls.
color bearer.
bank
under
fever.
hidden
stuff
each eireler securing their own
for theria,
et J tise in engineering Journals
fi xer, etc., are all causAt the conclusion of he insinuaoverlooking the Missouri river. The
to the cemetery. There a
be accompi-nie- d ed by scarlet
vegetable microscopic pupil took a revolver to his teacher, prayer will be said by Chaplain Thos.
tion, the ladles of the G. A. R. serv- Ibid. by Ka h bid must
minute
$.100
an
a
evidence
check for
ed luncheon In the banquet hall of
which may be given direct- who neitilied the police.
Harwood, which will be followed by
the successful bi - organisms
th 'of good faith and
ly from one person to anotbfr. t nosthe building, and this was on.- of ,....
Detectives kept watch.
reading 'f
the singing of "Amerie-a,fa
prepared
to
be
furnish
must
der
ing the disease in the second indi- that the owners would return
for
best features of the evening,
orders, commanders' address, reading
bond for t.'iO.Ouo within ten daxs
Is
contrary.
on
ir.ji the. banquet speeches wen made
place
the
where
Malaria,
the
vidual.
the revolvers. The
of Lincoln's ciettyslnirg address, placihe contract i.s let.
ler...
by a microscopic organ ism of guns were found is about three- - miles ing wreath on the monument for the
bv W. W. McDonald, pest
.
I'.i lore
aujoui niug tne
council caused
p
hold-u.1
nnd
which
of
proto."ii
as
scene
munder and Col. Kdwaril Johnson, adopted
the
the
class known
from the
unknow ndead. exercises by the Relief
the following resolution:
patriotic irsiructor.
includes the- - lowest form of animal is an admirable place- for a "planti- Corps, exercines by the Ladies of the
Vh r as. God. m His divine w
mep.
w
camp
wi'.l
approached
attend
men
the
organism
life,
the
The
called
ng.'" When four
.
and the
A. R . and decoration
of the
loin, has seen tit to call from t.i
morial services with the G. A U on lite
plasmoileini of malaria cannot cause spot anil saw the de tectives, one said: graves.
Arrangements
have been
llle mother of olle ot oil!- esteem
polU-e.com-One
Sunday morning and will assist in ed
the
hy direct inoculation from "Heat it;
made t.) decorate the graves in al!
and the disease
members, and Albuquerque
the ili'i oi :i ion of graves Monday. in r citizens have
but before it diel succeed In getting away. but tne
after which all will
a one person lo another,
thereoy
lost
to
ve
In
been
per"
invited
captured.
to
The members
the' see'.'inl
ihree were
repair to the Jiarelas bridge where a
grand and noble character and a becomes dangerous
theequipeif
M"i.flay
afterHrlggs
banquet
describes
attend the
Chief
ee
soil has to pass h complete
boat laden with flowers in mem iry
pow-for good, anil
noon to he given in ltednien's hall
ment found as the most elaborate he of the
mosquito.
d
of the navy, will
sorrow and grief is life in the body of a been
Wiierenri.
theowners
says
by the V. U. C. for the G. A. r..
saw
that
iliseoi ired ever
and
This has recently
with short ceremonies.
upon tile home of our
men.
desperate
be
diseases must
A lunch, prepareel and served ly
by reason of this untune. y true of a number of other
elephai tiasis.
fever.
the Relief Corps will be found waitdeath, and the members of this body such as yellmv
PREDICT VICTORY
are
ing at Red Men's hull for the memnow feeling keenly the great sorrow sleeping sickness, ill of which
and BUILDING DITCHES
bers of the various societies who atto found in the tropical countries
o! tie ir brother member, desire
pr
tozone
tend the services.
therefore, I'lieh of w hich requires the
iVe expression
l.lereof,
FOR THE BATHER
organism causing the disease 10 man
b. it
AID
INDIANS
TO
of some
this city coun II lo pass through the body
that
THE DAILY TRIBUNE
particular species of mosquito or
I. ere
do express
their
assembled.
liven Motie l Watered Thut NcImiii deepest sympathy for Dr. Jdiiim II. fly, be fore it arrives at that period of
life when it is capable of becomWill Whip ll.tluinl hi Teiil- ork is Resumed on .mil Project
ASKS INCORPORATION
Wroth and his loving family in thin its
ilangi-routo man. When this
and Construction Marts on llK-buc- k
five found- -.
nour of great trouble, and offer lhlr ing
the organism
PiViect.
in
this great bereave- p. rioil in its lire arrives
eondolcnce
is ready to Infect man aid the in-r
NewSan Francisco, May 2v Hauling ment, fully realizing that in the death fection takes place' in the case of mafor Al
Albu-i,will of the mother of Dr. Wroth
Nelson anil Dirk Hyland. who
limine repic; Is liunm-hcWork has bu n resuni' d on the line '
al
instrumentality
of
through
laria,
the
good
rque has lost a
citizen; the
world's lightweight
tin
f the Zunl Jitch under the dlrecti'in
tight fo,Santa IV.
have the mosquito.I
championship at ( 'rotfrot li s arena to- good ettiieiis of Albuquerque
of Irrigation for j
of Superintendent
Let
us
take
lion
nfee
Malarial
doc-tMay
N. M..
The
Santa
morrow afternoon, have ended train- lost un esteemed friend; und the
Indians 11. F. Robinson, whose
il
and by no means in
and his family have lost a true xe.ry brle-lling and both are in sph did condiare In this city. The dam Daily Tribune of Albuquerque-- tiled
by
malarial
which
method
the
w
papers today,
hich
go. They w ill and loving mother. He it, further
Hupply the irrigation waters iue
tion for the
leve r Is given from the infected to the that will
Resolved, that the eleik be
weigh in at i:t: pounds. The chamcurried by the ditch has been oom- - say that il will take over tin- Kl Paso
importperson,
and
the
upon
d to spreud this resolution
some time. Rollin Ritter 's News and printing plant of Felix
pion is the favorite at odds of III to
but possible r de played by the
llylamrs friends the records, and that a copy of It be ant
4. at which price
the engineer in charge- of the- con- Martineu. The capitalization is
mosquito
A
of
the
mosquito.
female
but tile eompiiuy will begin
are supporting him liberally. There pres. nteded to the relatives of the genus Anopheles bites a person suf- struction of the Zuni ditch.
The Holbrook ditch, w hich will tap business with llQ.unu. divided into
bus been considerable wagering of ili i ca d.
suckblood
the
malaria;
fering
from
Shlprock. N. M., 1U0 shares, as follows: o. N. Mar-lol- l.
even money that Nelson will win in
ed from the infected Individual con- the San Juan near
I,YN IIK.l TIIK NKGllO.
Albuquerque, 24 shares,
who
l'o rounds.
Kddie Smith of Oakland
has been begun. The enterprise w'll
orUrge
of
malarial
a
number
tains
May 2. A mob ganisms.
Haton Kouge,
The gong
will roferee the contest.
Involve the expenditure of f ISO, 000, will be the New Mexico agent; R. A.
undergo
oi nanism
These
area for the Jones of I.as Vegas, Harvey H. Fe
will sound at 3 o'clock. There is a oi masked men broke down the dour
development In the stomach and will reclaim a vastbeing
D.
directed guson, Albuquerque, and Jauu-large gathering of sports here frotj of the jail at Port Alien, down the sexual
Indians. The work is
by R. il. Hush, appointed engineer in Hand of Dos Alamos, 25 shares each:
all over the country to witness the liver from here, last night and lynch-t- u
lames (!, Fitch of Socorro, one share'.
a iieg.o known as "Hobo" Prowr..
charge of the project.
( Continued
battle.
ki Page Fur.)
j

e

i

C11P

j
j

coun-accordi-

specl-li",'iiin-

al

i

-

i

iliroc-Schuyle-

bo-K-

w

FluSIOCK
aiil:i Ft' is Handling
I
I nih Day
.

Many

YARDS

!

t

I.--

Train

Albuquer-

que.

:

sol-eile- rs

.

Probably the greatest slock rush
in t)u history of the Sant.i Ke hus
Albuqueniue
been passing through
during the past six weeks and will
continue as much longer if present
weather conditions in southern New
M. xieo and Arizona and Mexico co'i- tilllle.

The local stock yards have been
crowded d&ily with cattle and sheep.
Hubert Jlaim s, foreman In charge of
the feeding and watering here, sa.d
yesterday that he had 190 cars of
cattle in the yards. Most of them
were yearling calves and the cars
average sixty head or more. The few
she i p being shipped arc California
going to marand Arizona
ket. The cattle come from the districts named above, and are being
shipped to Colorado and Kansas f r
pasture. A few g) to Nebraska. Many
Cf them are so weak that it is difficult to keep them on their feet. The
raisers tay th-a-t the southern ranges
are bare and dry and the creeks are
strewn with weak and ilyin cattle.
them
Men are kept busy dragging
from the bog holes. v
The movement north, in many instances, was begun too late und now.
that the rush is on the. railroads can
not furnish equipment to meet P.:
demand.
A shipment of forty cars arrived .it
the local yards yesterday, en route lo
Pea.iman, N. M. The name of the
town could not be found on the Santa Ke time card and at a late hour
last night it hud not been located.
The owner decided to leave the cattle here until the town could be located.

'

-

I

Isj-a- e

Me-n'- s

t

-

-

.

.

10')
Col-

orado, Arizona. Nevada. Wyoming.
Montana and California, represented
by

an

Inter-niounta-

theatrical

ci"-cu- it.

have aigned contracts to present attractions booked through the
Shuberts. This is considered un exceptionally strong advantage for th"
fight
In their open door
against what it known as the
wagi-theatriial syndicate.

Nexv York, May 28. Tha wilt of
the late H. H. Rogers was filed for
probate here today. The testator
leave alj the property to the widow,
children and relatives, with tha exception of 1100,000
willed to the
toxvn of Fair Haven, Manx., his birthplace, fer the use of the primary and
grammar schools of the community.
l
The righs of Mrs. Henry II. Rogers to the Rogers fortune during- her
lifetime make her one of tho richest
women in the world.
Two thousand tixo I.jndrd and
eighty-thre- e
men working every day
in the year for thirty years, would
earn, at wages of $2 a day tha
which Henry H. Rogers possessed at the time of his death.
Rogers earned the- money, In the
last 30 years if his life..
-

SSv.-000.0- 00.
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SMOTHERED BY SMOKE
!

'dy

i VuitiiTh M'MurRliix
" Room tlrte-x- i With"' " "

11.

Knuike.

lighted candle which he placed
by the side of his bed
when he retire d, resulted In the death
of Jose Apodaca. a Navajo Indian.
whose body was found In his room
In Old Albuquerque
this morning--.
Neighbors, alarmed by the smoke Is
suing from the room, broke in the
door nnd found the body where It
had fallen hy the side of the bed.
It. Is believed that Apodaca
was
under the influence of liquor when
he went to his room last night. Apparently he had lighted a candle,
placed It on n table by the side of
the bed and then thrown himself,
fully dressed, across the bed.
evidently fell on the bed and
ignited the bed clothing, burning Apodaca, and causing him. In his stupor, to roll from the heil to the floor.
The bed clothing was still burning
when neighbors entered
the room
this morning and the room was filled
.
with dense smoke-The absence of
a breeze prevented the smouldering
Into
Are In the bed from breaking
A

a table

on

The-candl-

flame.
Dr. Pearce

was called and an Inquest was held over the body. It was
decided that Apodaca came to his
The body
death from suffocation.
was only slightly burned.
Apodaca was 51 years of age. He
was a full blooded Nuvaja and was
brought to Albuquerque when but a
boy by Mariano
Armljo, who rsrert
for him until he was able to make
his own way. Recently he had been
employed on a sheep ranch.
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Weille--
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AU.UXST TIIK Till' ST.
28.
New York. May
About
theatre in cities in New Mexico,

Large Sum Left to Home Town
for Educational Purpose- sHis Fortune Estimated
at Fifty Millions.

'

-

SHEEP

SCHOOL

DREWJilGE PRESENT

Flrt

m

HAVEN

SOME

KE6R0ES

Train Since Saturday Kuns
Over Georgia Line anc
Negroes Are Generally Used
on It.

mn

to

Officials Act Wisely and at
Once. Cost Will Be Small
and Benefit Great.

OIL

BY AID OF

FORTUNE

LEFT BY ROGERS

'

CATTLE

OF HIS

MOSQUITO

Tart and Officials Discuss
Troublo and Send
Knapp to Set.
tie It.

ni citler.

NUM1JEK 11G

MAY BE THIS WEDDING

EXTERMINATING THE

OF CABINET

strike-breaker-

Saturday generally fair

. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. FltlDAY. MAY 28. 1909.

124.

RAILROAD

THE

Citizen
GET THE NEWS FIRST"

ALBUQUER QUE

TRAIN ARRIVALS
No.
No
No.
No.
No.

il

pl.-tee- l

-

$."0,-011-

r-

s

a deal which was consumated
Henjamin
noon, Solomon
and Solomon WellU-r- . of the Benjamin and Welller, be come owners ot the
four store's occupied by Albright and
Anderson, piinte ri, Cobb Photo studio.
Hrotln is, furniture company and tin- Insley Cycle company,
located in tin- - one hundred block on
Hy

yeterday

-

We-s-

t

Cold avenue and formerly

own-e-

el

by R. L,. Thompson.
The exac-- t
amount Involved in the purchase la
not known but it is understood that
the deal represented a largo sum of

money.

The buildings

cove

r

a spase

ot 7,'iXl42 feet and it is 'iwlder.id
one of the test available- - pieces 'if

business property that has cliangd
hands for some time.
thbuilding remain
"We will
as it is for the- present," said M'.
enj. niln this afternoon. "Later Ti
ne intend rei ting a large modern
I usiness bloi k where the present
on
stands. It will be built
sieu'.i
to suit the tenant desiring a lease."
It is understood that Mr. Thompson and family intend making Call-- li
their home In the near futu-- e
' iiich Is given as the reason for
-

-

e
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Slmrt length, skirt lengths, and a few
Icngllw left from life busy season's
selling; all Ro Saturday night nt exactly
linlf irlH

SUBSCRIPTION KATES.

W AIST I 'HUNTS
Fmnll lot of tl.RO and $1.25 handsomely
embroidered Waist Fronts to close out Sat-

One Half Price

te

a
a

-(

75

in ntbbjtsminiwailIn advance

On

75

urday night, choice

5- -

matter at the Poetofllc of Albnqucrne, N- - U ..
M eeood-cla- u
Act of Ooap4M of March S, 187.
m&- Tbm only lriuMrated daily newspaper In New Mexlao and the keat
ilnm of ue Soutliwc.
'

mw

Tito

nTK

iaTTa

srnrv
VTI7 U V f Q
newKpper of
Wkftdlnff RepnbUmn cUUy and wrekly
1
IWjin.
J. . I.
MTfOOaM Of KfniDUCu pnnuHn muM wo

mm

...

pa I its 35 c

2

scotch

t;iN;iiA-M-

Table Linen Remnants
1--

Off Market) Price

3

.Tin- - pirii'M run from
unil pi'liTs rnnne from

'.; yards to .1 yards
$1.50 a yard,
qualities; coiiip Saturday

.

some excellent
iildlit ami save

25

s

TO

25 pieces nf fine Scotch Ulnghams, pome
30 inchps wide in striped patterns, others
4 5
inches Inches wide, plain colors with
neat borders; regular 50c value; Saturday
night special
25

:l

I

,or to

on a table cloth.

2.V ZKI'IIYHS FOK 15
pieces of
Harabee Zephyrs In
plalil
an. I checks, fast colors and
fancy
woven of the finest cotton texture, 2'fc
values, Saturday night yard
15
12

SATIN E F)I LUIS 15
pieces of fine lustrous fininhed Satlne
mat Foulard patterns, usually sold for
20c, Saturday
nl,rht special, while they
lust, per yard
15tf

AND 2."iC
NECKWEAR
special lots of Neckwear, such as
ColHows,
Stock
Dutch
Collars.
lars and Jabots, made of linen, law, lawn,
beautiful styles and patterns, worth up to
$1.25; Saturday night choice of
Two

lt

Lot

10v
25

1

2

27-In-

minlin r;oVN.s 35

10
in

9 O'CLOCK

Night Jowns made of a good muslin, plain
tucked or embroidered trimmed, the regular 5c kind, Saturday night special 35t
.

SHIRT WAISTS 33
Plain white Lawn Waists, embroidered,
and Percale Waists) with neat stripes or
figures; the 75c and $1.00 kind; Saturday
night while they last, choice
33f
We have only about three dozen of tueso
walpts so come early.

Soibwrt

the
'

1
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the farmers directly, who cut down
the trees and peddle them from house
THE COLLEGE MAN
1
to house. When the market is not
glutted the dealers make large prof-It- s
IN AFTER YEARS
v
(possibly 200 or 300 per cent on
their outlay), but when the supply
cxceed.4 the de mand they are apt
to suffer losses and frequently resort
It is safe to sny that of the H.000,to the destruction of many thousands
As against the accounts by socio000 families in the German empire of trees in order to keep up the logical
investigators of "thirty-nin- e
price
of
of
Publications
Bureau
5,500,000 purchase a tree. As a rule.
college men in the Bowery bread line
Commerce.
at one time" and "400 college gradthese evergreens are spruce, which
uates found In the Bowery In a singrow in all sections of the empire.
V. M.
The ' Ijst Medicine Man.
gle night's search," It is profitable to
The planting as well as the cutting
last of the medi- contemplate the more pleasing picof trees Is all under control of the cine men, died last month in the ture presented by the Harvard class
government officials, and it may be Snake Hills of the Creek Nation. He of 1908, every member of which, hy
said without fear of contradiction was 95 years old. For half a cen-tui- y the secretary's report, "either has a
he had been one of the most tur- lucrative position or Is pursuing adthat there Is not now an evergreen
growing in Germany thut was not ar- bulent spirits In Oklahoma.
vance study in college."
led the last rebellion of the
tificially planted. In the Initial stage
The statistics In each case are too
subin
was
1890.
faction
young
His
In
Creeks
plants are set
rows about
the
inadequate to permit of generalizaby
before
themselves
dued
the Creeks
four feet apart with the plants one
tions. But in the matter of Bowery
foot apart in the row. As the trees the Vnited States troops got there. derelicts it is to be borne In mind that
a
In
banJ
battle
develop, they are gradually thinned.
the college educated clement of the
When one foot high muny are trans- was annihilated and he was con- oppulatlon is now large, a single uni.
m LmowomjmomomL
mtjmomomumomamomjmjm'jmomjma
great
so
Hut
to
death.
wis
planted Into pots and form miniature demned
sending out as many as 1,000
the awe in which the old medicine versity
Christmas trees.
graduatc-of all departments yearly,
The great mass of trees offered for man was held that no one could bo and it is only to be expected that
his some will faif. On the
sale are from two to ten feet high, found to be his executioner. With
other hand
the medium sizes being used most, adherents dead and himself ImprH-one- the spectacle of an entire class enhie Influence was so potent that
and cost at retail from 15 cents to $1,
gaged In serious occupations a year
33 he compelled the election of a friend
the average price being about
The after graduation is testimony to stucents. It is probable that nearly if as chief and was pardoned.
which
dent character and capacity
not quite $2,000,000
is paid for medicine man fought for the northshould dispel certain prevailing misOF A GOOD BANK
Christmas trees in Germany, and an ern forces during the Civil war. Ha conceptions.
equal or greater sum for flitter, can- a4ways asserted that he was under
misapprehension
is
with
One
such
dle holders, glass and other decora- the special protection of the Supreme regard to the supposed
frlvolty of
Is important not only for the present, but
Being.
Indian's Friend.
tions.
student life. That of the 505 memfor the years to come.
also
Rut for this Christmas demand for
bers of this Harvard class 187 took
Wood of Mummy Coffins.
trees the forest planting would have
vacamployment
during
summer
the
The right bank connection will be a material
A query h
been addressed to Kew tion, while SH engaged in philannnart, or the
to be made farther
help to your every day business.
trees cut out in thinning while small " to the woofl used lor mummy cor- - thropic and social improvement work
trees would have to bo thrown away. tins in Egypt, which was stated by during their entire course-- , hints at
This bank has a successful record of safe, conThis thinning Is continuous until the! the correspondent to be that of the a more serious student view of a colmummy
sycamore.
pieces
of
servative banking from the day of its organiSome
Bize
a
suitable
trefs have attained
lege education.
The fact that three-fifth- s
for sawing purposes. The thinnings coffin wood were presented by Kew
zation.
went through colclass
the
of
are used for fork and hoe handles. ' lS"r by H. 11. Calvert, h. m.
lege on from $300 to $1,000 a year
specl-rh- e
at
Alexandria,
sul
and
later
In
vine stakes the end placed
helps to controvert extravagance.
earth being chemically treated to mens of the wood of Ficus .sycomor-preve- by
The severer courses of study at
Egypt
from
forwarded
"a
rotting hoop poles, bean DrAmerican colleges make less and less
microscopic
Schwelnfurth.
The
poles, scaffolding, etc.
appeal to the shirkers and the
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
The center of the Christmas tree structure of these specimens has been
idlers. A youth who has atwe
laboratory,
compared
and
in
the
CAPITAL AMD SURPLUS
S2CO.OOO
Iminatrv lies in the h cities nf .he
tended four years' class room instruceast. New York and the New Eng- learn from the bulletin that there Its tion, passed the requisite examinamummy
no
to
reason
the
doubt
that
land states consume 1.500,000 trees,
tions and conformed to the generally
or nearly half of all the output. coffins rc ferred to were made from high student standards of personal
.sycomorns
the
wood
of
Ficus
the
BerkMaine. New Hampshire,
the
honor has demonstrated the posses(yea more fig. Westminster Uazetto. sion
shire hills In Massachusetts, the
of exceptional mental fitness and
and the Catskills Ir
of a moral responsibility which may
A HAPPY SCGGESTION.
are the sources of supply for
least Invite comparison with that
The I'nited States has entertained at
New York, Philadelphia and Boston,
of other youth." New York World.
recently
but
conferences
J
I'1'
and even for Baltimore and Wash-!1"- 0
calmly an
Ington. The swamps of Michigan. the navy department
EYES OPEN IAY AND NIGHT.
will
nouncers
dreadnaughts
two
that
After keeping his eyes open for
Wisconsin and Minnesota furnish the
mille-nluyear.
next
be
When
the
built
more than 25 years. John Anderson
markets of Chicago, St. Paul and
universal
in
arrives and ushers
nis
Minneapolis.
died Tueesday from tuberculosis,
the vessels can be used to con-v- e eyes remaining open even after death.
The size of Christmas trees vary n ace
marry
y
our
ove
to
r
here
dukes
This strange affliction of the eyefrom five feet to thirty-fiv- e
feet in
he was
ptocky heiresses and then take the happy lids was cntracted with
height. I'suaily
Evening
ceiuple's
home. Blsbee
working in n limestone quarry. The
trees with perfect whorls of branches
at the base of each annual growth
dust so irritated his eye lids that they
r.rcame raw and grew to the eye
fire the most sought for. The sale
4 hancc
ATSomeone
For
to sleep it
upon
When he
price varies, being dependent
"ouilt balls.
A good
road,
automobile
the demand and the supply. Ordin- along t ewnship lines, all tho way was his custom to place his hands
arily small trees five to six feet tall frnm Clai'C.n ....th hi,iixi Amiuteecl. over his eyes to exclude the light.
&
are sold for 25 cents in the city mar- - an(J CVntr,lvilu, to Nara vlsai woulJ After he dropped off into unconstrongest light had no
while a tree from six to ten feet be a splendid improvement.
A good sciousness the
high brings $1 and more, according and regular automobile line, say two effect on him and he slept undisLarge-- .
''apc!y biK machine s, one running each way, turbed. St. Louis elispatch to the
to Its symmetry.
daily, would also be a big paying in New York World.
from $5 to $30 apiece, and fees thirty-f- vestment. Facilities for going from
Another Slam at ITs.
ive
feet high as much as $:t." each. Clayton to Nara Viesa are now
t.
The report that New Mexico hornThe average run of prices is from
long and tedious, necessitatto a maxi- ing a trip over two railroads
a minimum of 25
and ed toads nre being manufactured into
mum of $5 for a tree. There is ve ry through another state. Many a per- hat pins in the east should be offiMexico Is
New
little profit In the business for those son would gladly give ten dollars to cially investigated.
who furnish the mate-rial- .
These are make tlie- run as an auto could give glad to furnish most any kind of cumostly farmers and owners of wood ll over a good road. Union County rios peculiar to this section of the
I Is
country to satisfy the whim of tho
who look upon the trees as a Hi r. ild.
gift of nature, and in selling them
fashion fiends, but she should go on 1
record as opposing vicarious sacrifice
consider emly the labor of cutting
Kills to Stop ilio Fiend.
Las Vegas Optic.
Thes worst foe for 12 years or John to fashion.
and hauling and not the labor nrd
r
expense required to grow tho trees. Deye, of Gladwin, Mich., was a
For trees which In th- city brinif 25
ulcer. He paid doctors over
cents the- farmers get about 15 cents hjo without
Then Buekleft'D
or a stumpage of 2
Tre
sold Arnii-Salve killed the ulcer and
In the city for $1.50 npiece
bring cured him. Cures Fever Sores. Bolls,
them only 15 cents. This, of course. Felons. F.czema. Salt Rheum. I n f alii
refers only to the large cities. In hie for pile, burns, scalds, cuts, corn
small towns the demand Is supplied 25c at all dealers.

The German Method

ALBtJQTJERQCE CTTTZEX HAS:
In New Mexico.
Xb tneat equipped Job
rtte latest report by Associated Preea and Auxiliary News Serrlee.

f

Of Planting Trees

"WK GET THE NEWS FIRST."

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

We faror the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and
In the Union. Republican National Platform.

tsona M separate elatee

-r-

1909.

the ECONOMIST.

hi emmet within cctr limits

The

nosi;

Mercerized Hose for Infnnts unci children;
sizes 4 to S'ii, either pliiin or luce, In white,
t.m or Mack. 2.ic and 35c valuta; Saturday
night Kpedal
2 pair for 3 5 1

New Mexico,
with section 9 of
Pnbllo notice U hereby given that In complianceThirty-eightlegls- h
of
the
No.
Jl
hill
House
for
Ooanoll aubstltute
or
Secretary
requiring
17,
1909,
the
March
approved
assembly,
Jatlva
Mexico,
The
New
newspaper
of
official
an
designate
Territory to
of
Citizen Is hereby designated aa such official newspaper
NATHAN JAFF A
New Mexico. (Signed)
Secretary of New Mexico.
(Seal)
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garden Hints and efacts
of the year to note the paternal
It Is deeply Interesting at this Inseason
the poor son of the soil. Half the big
interest taken by all the big papers
highly illuminatlatna are devoting columns to "garden hints" andhisother
back, yard Imitator.
ing suggestions for the benefit of the farmer and productions
to prove that
requires but little reading of these quaint

It
the least posted on
they are written by newspaper men of all people, etc.,
would not know a
Some of the writers of "garden hints,"
and they
cauliflower from a boiled onion, except at a boarding house table handle.
wsnlrrn't know the business end of a hoe from a worn out broom
w
h hiir dAlllos feel that when the gentle springtime rolls around,
hints" and "advice to
they simply must dish out a few yards of "garden
to studying the
farmers." No doubt the astute editors who are accustomed
public, feel that they striKe a pop
Mda and eravinas of an
trousers, a
.
...hwt whn thv nRsizn some cub reporter with
Ink shirt and a white collar, to turn out u daily column of agricultural dope
match ranks among the seventn wonaers oi me worm.these embryo agricul
of the secrets of newspaperdom. where
It la one
thKlr unloue information, but Ret it they do. and never did Sol
otM.
omoa speak with greater assurance In all his wUdom. than do these big
--

ever-gullib- le

rah-ru- h

-I--

rt

dailies) when they dilate on the lateBt wrinkles In raising onions, peanuts,
that are only Bide Issues on a real farm.
lonuni and a few other crODS
While the Citizen does not rank with the New York Sun, the Chicago
Southwest
Tribune and the St. Louis Times, It feels that the farmers of the paper
pre- wa It a vote of thanks In an especial manner. Never does this
"sulvlce to farmers.'!; .
aril
n,,,ii.h
u. u - ... hints"
uuhiiuh n..nl.n
- .,
K .. i . i. ti'trk nvtt
ui
The agricultural eauor oi miB pay.- i.ni"w. mmc
f Judge Craig's police court and the latest tips on baseball and horse racing- than he does about raising onions.
Whenever the gladsome springtime rolls around and insiduously forces
agricultural editor digs
the Cltixen to Investigate the agricultural sphere, the monthly
bulletins from
into a pigeon hole in his desk and produces a few
at Mesilla Park.
the territorial agricultural college and experimental station
He then shuts his eyes, shuffles the bulletins well and publishes them as
they come, with a free and gladsome heart, giving due credit and exempting
his paper from all blame for any disastrous consequences.
Every farmer farms pretty much his own way and no one ever heard
on anything, from the proper time to cut alfalfa to
t two farmers agreeing
the beat remedy for hog cholera.
The Citizen has a strong and abiding faith in the innate wisdom of newspaper men In general when it comes to things in general, but when it comes
to doping out advice to farmers, it is a far greater Job than trying to tlnd
an Issue and a candidate capable of uniting the Democratic party.
The man who Issues an agricultural bulletin has more nerve than a
newspaper
where nerve is a first essential. The Citizen enters a plea of
not guilty.
'

i

V.

1

-

The Citizen today publishes an Interesting article on the mosquito and
how it can be exterminated. The best Interests of the city demand that Immediate action be taken to rid this section of the pest and every one should
read this article on how it can be done. The task is such a simple and inexpensive one that it is a wonder it has not been taken up long ago.
The Outing magazine has an article on "How It Feels to Fly." After
Teading it carefully, most people are of the opinion that they do not care
to tly. The only difference between the flying sensation and u certain other
next morning.
form of dissipation, is that flying leaves no headache the
Otherwise, they are very similar so it Is wild.

What matters it, that wheat Is higher than In years and the crop
the worst ever reliable advices from all sections are to the effect that
khn cranberry crop Is a whopper and who is busier than a cranberry
pros-liec-

ts

The eastern press Is very murh agitated over the closing of saloons on
Sunday and the curtailing of side shows at Coney Island. It takes so very,
rry little to agitate the eaatern press.
After giving the matter due thought, nil the authorities on the subject
now of the opinion that you can take off your winter underclothes with
perfwt safety. Summer has came.
iTi?

a book jhi Africa
The Sunday school editor of the Citizen has purchusi-Is anxiously posting up lee fore ltoose ve it kills any mole of those que-e- r
with such queer names.

snd

bsts

Georgia is prouel

eef

and who dots not claim

xha Revolution.

the fact that she has

to have been

a negro who Is 120 years old
Washington's body servant In

United States
Depository

d,

Your Selection

con-gra-

that Holland's
'da-da-

little-

-

,

."

The reason a great many women do not like to read the Bible is
now un.l then thty turn to the- page- where their real birthday is
-

At last the season

Is

tier nose and the druKist

at hand w hi n the suminc-- girls gets sunburns on
tills his windows with cold creams ui d lotions.
r

If the average man was forced to loaf as hard as hifctrtry one would be willing lo pry a premium for a Job.

-

is forced to work,

Good roads ure a necessity, but hi) wants to drive on a good road when
so thick you can't see tin- road.

tlie mosquitoes are

fit. Louis boasts thnt she has more-

ia the country.

j

tn

New-Yor-

Window Screens

The tennis club
the-

Door Screens
Porch Screens
Porch Swings

m

short-Jointe-

d,

The SUPERIOR LUMBER

MILL CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.

lncon-venie-n-

s

We
Make
the
Price

run-ntus-

t.

u

!!

e

used balloon pilots than any city

I G. A. R. Reunion

You cnn get one for either lady or vjentlemau, and youdon't
have to fay cash for it. Our credit system is to help the
working man. We charge no more thin you pay if buying
for cash, and tlie quality of goods .re the very bast: and you
only havt to pay $1.00 per week f, r it

a name In this

certainly

ou are not

world--provlili-

ou;;'it to favor the mosquito

June

time to ejuit kicking and net

bui--

on the

l,g fair.

Ask the alderman from your ward to help swat the mosquito.

maharan
516 West Central Avenue

J
$

J

t

8-9-

,

Kuck-board- s,

buy.

The Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Corner First Street and Tijeras Ave.

HHmme)MM

1909

For the above, tickets will
lie meld to Kl Paso and re turn
at the- rate- of $10 and to
nedy. N. M , at the rate of
$2,411.
Tickets on sale Jure 6.
He turn limit,
7 and
S. liit.
June 11. 10.
-

e7

i

Alamagordo, N. M.

T

Surrejs. Spring Wagon.
Mountain Concords, Delivery Wagons. Harness
Saddles, Collars, Whips, Blankets, Fly Nets, l ie Ropes, Tie
Straps, Halters, etc., etc. Call and si e our line before j ou
Htiggi'es, Runabouts,

ttHttnmnHtHHUHeMeMmHH)0)H :
Do You Want a New Suit? t

X

It's easy to make

....

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

nt

-

lia! Congress has tit last taken u real slap at the Taft cabinet. The
announcement comes that tin- - tarirf on golf balls Is about to be raiseil.

Now U

pe

i

-

with a peculiar inte
the Honour-cemenprincess has cut her first tootli and is able to my

$250,000

s

-

All the world is awaiting

Capital ana
Surplus

Ke-n-

I T. E. PURDy fAgt. J

Advertise in The Citizen
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FIGHT
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TO

WAN
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THIRTY-EIGH- T

Longer Session Than Planned Douglas Enters Race Against
San Antonio. Texas
Is Expected. Though
for the Fifth
Taft May Help
Session.
Some.
May 28. Chairman
Washington.
Payne of the committee on ways and
means has terrified the members
w hose thoughts are directed to the
tiot weitthur by saying that the tariff
for six
bill will oc in conference
weeks, and perhapa for lz months.
It was said in these dispatches some
days ago t'.iat Payne did not regard
kindly the change that Aldrich has
made in his bill.
The threat of a long drawn out
conference ia based on the aupposl-t'.o- n
that the Senate may Insist on
the retention of the high "duties
which it has fixed upon some of the
articles on which the House placed
a moderate tariff or none at all.
It is probable Payne's threat of a
to stand out against
determination
the Senate demands was made for
effect. It will be found before the
Senate votes on the Aldrich biH that
many concessions to the revisionists
be
will be made, and It also will
found that the Senate will be ready
to make more concessions when the
conferees come back to report that
the House stands firm.
The concessions will not come a.
the result of Payne's threat, but because of the Influence of the president, an influence which already Is
's
apparent to a mild degree in
action, and which will be
more apparent later on.
The other day ut Petersburg. Va.,
Taft, somewhere between tne ringing
of "Dixie'' and "America" by his audience of Southerners and Northerns,
Interjected this: 'Personally 1 am
riot In favor of a $2 tariff on lumotjr
for any purpose." No one paid any
to the
great amount of attention
president's word, but they were
nevertheless, and when the
lumber tari.'f finally is udjusted there
doubtless will lie found a close connection betwet n the few words said
at Petersburg and a few words written into the Payne tariff act.
Jt has been the belief of the
in Congress thut. despite t.iu
apparent absence of any attempt on
the president's part to bring d'rejt
and strong influence openly to b'ur,
that concessions to the revision sentiment will be made as the result of
Taffti quiet Influence. It has oeon
pretty well kno.vn that Aldrich wa
to yield in some of the matters at issue, the main question being as
the extent of his yielding.
Aid-rich-

rovi-lonis-

i

The Weight of Touch.
A wonderful
instrument is that
which has recently been Invented for
the purpose of measuring the sens.;
of touoh. The device consists of a
cy
series of little disks, suspended
wooden
fine, delicate threads from
handles, the last being stuck Into
holes around a block. The lightest
IntJ
dlk is taken out and brought
contact with the skin of the subject,
the latter having closed his eyt. If
nothing is felt a heavier disk is employed, and so on until the pressure
becomes noticeable. Through the medium of these disks it has been found
that the sense of touch Is acute on
the forehead and temple. A touch of
r riUk weighing three
on the nose or chin, and one
on the
weighing nine
inside of a finger. The Pathfinder.
Win Two I'lghl.
Ambrose Herrmau of Montclair, .V
J., set out a dish of barley as food for
Knglish sparrows Sunday.
Half a
dozen sparrows began to eut, when

sparrows

Billings, Mont.. May

28.

per-son- al

V. X. HUDDUTH.
I. I. ODONNKLL.
W. P.. GKOKGK.
Committee on Kxhibits.
Pony threshing machine. for best

shock turkey red winter wheat, consisting of not less than five or more
than twelve bundles each, to be taken
as they came from the machine, given
by V. X. Sudduth.
Star clipper cleaner, best specimen
of Turkey red winter wheat grown
in Yellowstone county, given by W.
II. McCormick.
Life membership in the dry farming congress for the best exhibit from
farm garden, given by Peter Hoe.
6
one
Mollne disc harrow for
dry farm potatoes, given by Yegen
Implement company.
dolOne hundred and seventy-fiv- e
lars In cash prizes: $100 for the first
prize; $50 for second prize and $25
for third prize, for best display of
Turkey red wheat raised In Sheridan county, Wyoming, by J. V. Denlo
12-1-

AFTER
FOURYEARS

s.

'i-y;-,-

to-da-

n

1-

miles from city. Irrigation Canal
and broad avenue, in the front.
-2

FROM $60 PER ACRE UP

The biggest little investment ever offered here. ' Call at office
for folder and map. Polite salesmen to show property.
E)a En lEja QStlLtlLall
204 Gold Ave.
Manufacturing
Wyo.
Acme

company of Sheridan,

harrow, for best display of
sweet potatoes. peanuts and June
corn, by the Huse-Tate- s
company.
One forty dollar ladies' solid gold
watch, stem winder, choice of Elgin
i.r Waltham movement, full Jeweled,
lor the best exhibit made by a wom-u- n
homesteader, given by Roberts, the
Jeweler, as first prize. One $20 Eastman camera and $5 worth of photographic supplies, for the best display
made by a woman homesteader, by
Chappie Drug company, second prize.
Through the Security Warehouse
company, Billings, full chilled walking plow. No. 111. for best specimen
of Canadian peas, open to the world,
given by the Oliver Plow company.
One hundred and fifty dollars to be
given In ribbons
and small cash
prizes, given by Hillings brewery.
by
Buggy, for best exhibit made
North Dagotlan who has made good
in Montana, special conditions to be
stafd hereafter, Daniels. Jones com
pany.
Silver loving cup. best specimen of
Turkey red winter wheat raised in
Swertgrass country, and exhibited at
the Dry Farming congress.
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Chain of Stores Will be Operated From New YorK

New York, May 28. The details of
tlie organization of the new United
Dry (ioods companies, which was incorporated tn Delaware la.st Friday

tor
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FOR TOMORROW'S

CHAMPIONSHIP

AIUS FIAYKVO
T1IKY
THIS AlTEllNOOW.

American League.
Chicago at Ietrolt.
Cleveland at St. Vouln.

WeMtoni Dcague.
Lincoln at Dcs Moines.
Omana at Sioux City.

JIOW TIIKY KT.1XU.
America u League.
Won. 'Lost.
Philadelphia
New York
Boston
Chicago ..
St. Loui
Cleveland
Washington
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,
,

Isrft
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Hauling Nelson.
San Francisco, May 28. 'Battling
Nelson, he of the iron Jaw, and Dick
Hyland, a pretender to the lightweight championship
throne. ars
slated to supply tomorrow's pugilistic
dish in Coffroth's fight arena here,
and local patrons of the boxing game
are omacking their lips In anticipation of one grand scrap. The bout
will be for the world's
lightweight
championship and the two Jads will
have 43 rounds in which to Bettle the
question of supremacy.
Nearly everybody of a sporting
turn of mind is discussing the affair
today. Some seem to feel that the
Battler I due to take a thrashing
while others are confident that he
will easily retain his championship

BY RINGSIDEFt.
laurels. The general opinion Is. however, that the going will be good and
fast while It l&sts.
.Nelson wHl no doubt find Hyland
much tougher game than he hus ever
before tackled. The local lightweight
is built like a miniature Sandow and
unlike most of the others who have
fallen before the Durable Dane. Vie
makes his main attack on the holy
instead of the head. Heretofore, hitting Nelson on the Jaw has been like
trying to break the Kock of Gibraltar by hitting It with a flock of tennis balls. It now remaltiA to be seen
If he can as well withstand the hitting he Is sure to get In the body.
As to style, Hat and Dick are quite
alike, tloth are aggressive,
two-han-
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TERRITORY
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11

com-pun-

s,

7

'

IV.

....14

9

12

11

Pet-Detr-

.(It
.

13
14
17

.ST

IT
19

.49

.64S
4

22

.421
.290

22

.((7

11

Chicago
13
,.22
.2
Philadelphia
13
14
.517
17
IV
Cincinnati
.4S
New York
14
.483
IS
Brooklyn
13
17
.433
St. Louis
13
20
.429
Boston . . ,4 ,
.244
21
11
W estern league.
Won. Lost. Pct- Des Moines
17 .10
.030
Omaha ;. ,
16. U .. .m
Topeka
13
10
13
City
It
13
13
Wichita
.620
12
Denver
13
.480
9
17
Pueblo
.310
7
1
the Lincoln
.304
.Mi-Siou-

.6i

KlgliUliiK Dick Hyland.
fighters and both
prefcre
close-rang- e
sort of milling.
Hyland Is probably
the harder
puncher of the pair, but the Dane
has It on his for speed. Nelnon is a
bit taller and hus a shado the longer
reach.
Both lightweights ure In perfect
physical lix und ready to go the full
4 3 rounds,
if necessary, at a heartbreaking clip. Hyland has been pre.
paring himself for & full month at
Croll'a resort In Alameda, while the
Dane has been at the grind for three
weeks. They are both well under the
required weight, which Is to be 133
pounds at the ringside.
do tting on the bout today
fin Is
Nelson an 8 to 10 favorite.

ed

21
18
17
17
13

National League.
Won. Lost-- Pet.

Pittsburg

RAILROAD

1

fll

WHKItK

TEAKS

National League
Brooklyn at Boston.
Philadelphia at New York.

million dollars, came from tha
Wall .street offices of J. P. Morgan
& Co.
The new company is a growth
comof the Associated Merchants'
pany, a 20 million dollar dry goods
corporation organized In
1101 by
Jchn Claflln under the special charter from the state of Connecticut.
The Associated Merchants' company
F.I Paso. Is a part of the elaborate
has been remarkably profitable, but
Its capitalization was not sufficiently
program as outlined.
large to handle the business opporCol. Owensby has gone to Chicago
tunities that unfolded.
message
in response to an urgent
A chain of great dry goods stores
from J. J. Hill, calling for ti conferfrom eoarit to coast, and from the
ence with the local representatives of
lakes to tlie gulf was the vision
the Morgan Interests. Affairs have
which John Claflin had in mind when
been under way for some time past
Dry
he formed the United States
and it is fully expected that the con(ioods companies
Twenty milllJU
ference will result In a final deterdollars of the total capitalization
mination to begin work. The dewill be expended at once to acquire
tails of the conference will probably
t out l td of the Associated
Merchants'
be announced lis soon as Colonel
company and the tangible assets of
Ownsby returns.
four large dry goods store outside of
In connection with the hurried deNew York.
parture of Col. Owenby for a conThe Associated Merchant' sto-tarries with it the control of these He Is Said to be Negotiating ference with tlie Burlington leader.
It is
announced that engineers of
New York firms: The H. B. Claflin
company, wholesalers, with branches
both the Burlington and the Phelps-Dodg- e
for
to
Line
Tap
10
Kuglaud and France, and store
interests have ifist made a
rooms in this city; James H. Mc
careful examination of the entire
Coal Fields In
route of the proposed connecting link
Creery & Co., two retail dry goods
between the Burlington and the Kock
stores ill New York; o'Neil-Adam- s
oolfax.
;
t
witli retail dry goods stores
Island and that the matter of a
New York, und C. U.
right of way, etc., has practically
Ounthers.
fuvrii :s. New York. In addition there
The lecent acquisition of tlie Co- been settled upon. A large portion
are tin stores of Stewart & Co. f lorado and Southern railroad by the of the route, after leaving Soprls,
goes through the Wootton properties
Baltimore and J. N. Adams & Co. if
Burlington interests i to result in on both sides of the range and over
Huffalu.
a
in
In
becoming
fact r
It was announced
Wall street James J. Hill
the lands of tlie Dawson Fuel
A party of engineers has Just
that the new corporation had bought the railroad situation in New Mexico,
outright
the available assets of according to the Trinidad Chronicle-Newreturned from an overland trip along
Hahne & Co. of Newark, tile Powers
the course of the proposed link.
i J .11.
which has discovered
Mercantile company of M inneupo'is, In combination with Morgan tint
Thut Trinidad Is to be the chief
interests,
the William 11. Knger company .f Is planning an extension of the Co- distributing point for both of these
Buffalo and tlie Stewart Dry CJoods lorado and Southern to tap the rich greit railrouds In this section is the
company of 1ouisvllle. Then million coal fields
that comes In conof northern New Mexico announcement
lull.) e "I the capital stock will be
plans.
to connect with the VA Paso & fection with the extension
and
leveled to tlie purchase of the 20 Southwestern st Dawson, thus giving The Morgan Interests have opened a
million dollars' authorized capitalizaHill interests a direct route to coal market for Southern Colorado
Merchants' tlie
tion of tne Associated
F.1
and Northern New Mexico as large
Says the Chronicle-News- :
Paso.
cionp.ni; 1 7 4 million dollars ha
again as it has ever been and the
Burlington
That
which
the
railroad
been issued. The new company takes recently
are
proposed railroad
extensions
the
Colorado
absorbed
and
over tk.ti10.000. a controlling interest Southern. Is negotiating
simply steps in the work of preparwith
the
of this stock, at par. In addition the Morgan
ing to handle this output
United, Dry Goods company will en- Phelps-Dodg- e interests and also with the
The great benefit that will review
with
interests
a
ter business with $1.31n,OU0 cash in of tapping the richest coal section of dound to Trinidad is that a common
tlie treasury.
the Southwest, securing a direct line carrier point will be established here
of tlie new trust's entire capltil to
the same as Denver ami Pueblo.
only 20 million dollars will be offer- as El Paso from the northwest as well There can be no doubt as to the
to
gulf
Pacific
from
the
the
and
ed at this time. It will take the form entering
Into direct competition with plans of the Morgan and Burlington
of 10 million dollars in 7 per ce.it the
Fe for the east and west interests to push the extensions as
Santa
accumulative preferred stick and 10 transcontinental
traffic is the gist of rapidly as possible.
inilln.il dollars in common stock.
reliable Information secured today by
It Is possible that Col. "wenby will
A line
from continue east for a conference with
To KENT Uf day or boor, Max. the Chronii
well touring car. Pboue, office, ltM; Trinidad to the Woolton property, Mr. Morgan before returning to Trinpassing our the range near the idad, but it Ls expected that he wdl
residence, SI
Wootton mines and connecting with r turn at once to the properties here.
Interests at Daw- Thus far the plans have been carried
Men's rubber boots, first grade, the Phelps-tJodg- e
only S3. 50. at C. May's (hoe (tore, son where the Kl Paso & Southwest- on quietly by the combined Interests
ern will give Hill a direct line Into 'and tlie attention of the public has
314 West Central avenue.
.11
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SAYSHILLWANT8

OF MISERY

m'n-Ute-

On North Fourth Street
in the rear of every tract

Although

October, on the 26. 27 and 28 of the
month, there are already several candidates among the cities of the west
for the fifth session. Among the
first communities to start campaign
for the next congress are San Antonio. Texas, and Douglas, Ariz. San
Antonio business men are making arrangements to send a large delegation to Billings. Supervisor G. J.
McCabe of Palmerlee, Ariz., member
of the executive committee of the
Dry Farming congress for that terri
tory has announced his Intention of
bringing a big delegation here to v cure the fifth congress for Douglas.
The committee In charge of the
premium list has already formulated
rules to govern the exhibits. Pome
of the prize to be awarded have also
been announced.
The rules governing the prize exhibits are as follows:
Rule 1. All farmers living (where
rainfall is less than 20 Inches per
annum) depending solely upon rainfall to grow and mature crops are
eligible for premiums at this Dry
Farming congress.
Utile 2. Kxhibits shall represent
crop S"ason of 1909 and shall not
have been grown upon irrigated,
or seepage land.
All Individual
ltule 3.
exhibits
shall hnv been grown by bona fide
ranchmen, stockmen
and farmers.
The collective exhibits or general display classes arc open to any individual, firm, club or community.
Itulc 4. The object of this exhibit
is to show various crops grown on
lands of the world during 1 t I) Jt
Each delegate to the congress should, therefore, take a
interest in seeing that his district or section has crop exhibits entered.
Rule 5. General Display Classes
These classes shall be open to any individual, firm, club or community.
Uule 6. Specials A class for special exhibits will be made up later,
depending upon the premiums offered
therein.

TRACTS

FIVE-ACR- E
1

the fourth Dry Farming congress will
not convene at Billings until next

two blackbirds came and tiled to eat
out i.! the same dish.
Prose says that the sparrow withdrew, and after a long conference returned and attacked the blackbirds
with vigor. The tight lasted live minutes, according to Bruse and end 'd
The
in victory for the sparrows.
blackbirds flew away, but soon returned reinforced by three more of
Cured by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
their tribe.
Tlie live blackbirds attacked ;ho
Vegetable Compound
original six aparrows and the battle
lasted, by Brose's watch, fifteen
Md.
Baltimore,
"For four years
Once squill the sparrows won. my 11 f was a misery to me. I suffered
and ultimately the blackbirds retirirregularirroin
ed.
ties, terrible dragging
Brose says It all goes to show thut
sensations,
birds think a well as eat. New
extreme nervousness, and that all
York World.
gone feeling in my
t.irl Would Kullst in Xay.
stomach.
I had
Fired with patriotism and a desire
given up hope of
Stripes,
to serve under the Stars and
ever being well
Miss Americus Independence Bell, an
when 1 began to
was
woman,
who
young
attractive
take Lydia fi.l'ink-ham- 's
to
born on July 4. 18S2. has written
Vegetable
the secretary of the navy inquiring f
Compound. Then
1
may
navy.
felt as though
enlwt in the
she
.:k .
new life bad been
Secretary iNewberry answered thus
me,
am
your
I
recommending
"My Iear Miss Bell: I have
it
?1ven my and
1' tier of the 21st Instant in reference
friends." Mrs. W. b. Fokd,
193X
Baltimore,
Md.
navy.
St,
Lansdowne
to your desire to enlist in the
The most successful remedy in this
I regret to Bay that it will oe imposof
sible for you to enlist. I inclose, how- country for the cure of all forms
ever, a pamphlet containing informa- female complaints is Lydia E. Fink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound. It has
tion in reference to the female nurse
is
corps of the navy, which might be of stood the test of years and y
more widely and successfully used than
Interest to you later."
remedy. It has cured
Miss Delia father enlisted In t'a.' any other female
who have been
navy when he was a young man. and thousands of women
with displacements, inflamserved on the warship which carried troubled
ulceration, fibroid tumors, irGeneral .rant part way around the mation,
periodic pains, backache,
world. Philadelphia dispatch to New regularities,
bearing-dowfeeling, flatulency,
that
York Tribune.
indigestion, and nervous prostration,
means
had railed.
after all other
Snuutliea all Itccorln.
If you are suffering from any of these
laxative tonic and
As an
you
health-builde- r
no "other pills can com. ailment, don t give up hope untilVegeLydia K. llnkham's
pare with Dr. King's New Life Pllla have gtveu
Compound trial.
They tone and regulate stomach, liv- table you would alike
special advice
If
er and kldneya, purify the blood, write
JMnkhaia, Lynn,
strengthen the nerves; cur constipa- Mui, toforMm.
She has guided
tion, dyspepsia, biliousness, jaundice, thousands it.
to health, free of
Try charge.
headache, chill. And malaria.
them. S5c at all dealer.
all-rou-
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IN

TIll'llMDAY

UV.M10S.

American League.

It. II. E.
'
2 7 S
Louis
Cleveland
i 13 t
Butteries: I'elty and Stephens; Joas
and Easterly.
At St. Louis

St.

At Chlcugo
Chicago
New York

It. H. E.

Smith
Warhop and Blair.
Batteries-

At dJetroit
polled; rain.

and

O

2

Kulllvan,
post

Boston-Detro- it

National lcague.

At Boston

2 S
2 10

R.

ti.

7 10
been diverted by the announcement Pittsburg
0 1
of the big development work going on Boston ..
In the vicinity of Wooton following
Batteries: Willis and Olbson;
and Or a ham.
the closing of the big coal contract

K.
0
3

Lin-dam- an

with the department of the navy.
All other National League gamun
As u point of commercial importance to Trinidad, the consummation postponed on account of bad weatn-e- r.
of the plans us announced,
means
that the city is destined to become
W'entern licague.
a greater center than has ever hereK. II. K.
At Omaha
tofore been hoped, and a correspond7 12
4
ing increase In population in the city Omaha
6 12 S
and tributary territory will, of course, Pueblo
Batteries: Swain, Lower and Oond-Infollow .
Swift, Berno and Mltze.
X.VnJKK TELIA YOC.
It. H. fc.
At Lincoln
3
2 11
Lincoln . . .
4 10
As Many Au Albuquerque
1
Reader Wichita
Nagle and ttullivan;
'Batteries:
Know Too Well.
Atchison and Weaver.
When the kidneys are sick.
American AsM.Mia.Uoti.
Nature tells you all about it.
At Kansas City 'First game;
The urine is nature's calendar.
3
Kansas City
Infrequent or too frequent action; St. Paul
9
Any urinary trouole tells of kidney
Second game
ills.
S
Kansas City
Doan's Kidney Pills cure all kidney St. Paul
t
ills.
At Milwaukee First game:
People in this vicinity testify to Milwaukee
0
this.
Minneapolis
2
Carpenter,
John
retired, 601 North
Second game
says:
Stanton Street, Kl Paso, Texas,
6
Milwaukee
"I ftrtrt became acquainted
with Minneapolis
1
pills
Kidney
Doan's
three or four
At Columbus
years ago. At that time I was sub- Columbus
4
ject to pains In my back especially Louisville
3
arose
quickly
if
severe
I
from a sitting
At Toledo -- position or made a sudden movement.
postponed; e
The secretions from the kidneys were account of rain.
irregular in
profuse at timet
whllG at others scanty and contained
Hair
and t'ldropodlM.
a sediment. Doan's
Kidney Pills
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opproved satisfactory in my case, re posite the Alvarado and next door to
lieving me entirely of these troubles Sturges 'cafe. is prepared to give
and I rave always kept them on hand thorough
culp treatment,
do hair
since. In case 1 notice any fault with dressing, treat corns. bunions aaj
my kidneys as haa occurred at times Ingrown nails.
She gives massage
when I have taken cold, I take a
manicuring.
treatment
and
Mrs.
or two of this remedy and the troubla Bambini s own preparation of com-- I
is corrected.
It gives me pleasure to lexion cream builds up the skin and
recommend Doan's Kidney Pills."
improves the complexion, and i
Kor sale by all dealers. Price 60c guarantied not to be injurious,
tiha
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co..
Buffalo. New also prepares hair tonic and cures
York, mie agents
for the United and prevents dandruff and hair fallStates.
ing out. restores life to dead hair, reHemember the name Doan's and moves mole, warts and superfluous
no
44 hair.
take
other.
For any blemish of the facall and consult Mrs. Bambini.
It Is not what you pay tor advertising but
what advertising PAYS
CITIZEN
YOU, that makes It valuable.
Our
WANT A Da
rates are loweot for equal service.
BRING RBSULTa.
g;

Toledo-lndianapol-

e
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Cup and Saucer
50c, to the first 36 ladies that are

person.

of rn Iniin
The plasm
now Ileitis its life !n man by inim.-ili;i- t'
ly attacking the ri d cells of the
lucky in the drawing.
China will
I lond,
rating up the liiii niolnhin of
'
be on display
these cells and eventually by Its own
multiplication it bursts the cell which
(.intiiiiiid 't nml dividing Into from
six to twenty, parts enili attacks a
All Seats 10c
Matinee Every Day
few red cell find luglns its work of
ib'struetion on that eel!. Thus it
Evenings 7:15, 8:15, 9:15
inny be readily seen with what rapidity the red blond cells an destroyed by this parasite and the reason
f ir the extreme anamla or bloodless
tonditlon of ore suffering from chronR
.
M ic malaria.
'Phil life history of the malarial
organism In man and In tin; mosquito Is the theoiy every step of the
process has time Hnd
time again
0
been watched under the microscope,
and it is from these scientillc factH
9
that we are in position to assert with
the utmost posltiveness that malaria
is absolutely preventable.
P.M.
The facts stated above now two
points of the greatest importance
from a practical standpoint In the
prevention of malaria, namely, the
delife of the malarial organism
Tb8PEARCE-ROSLY- N
pends upon Its being able to sexually
develop Itself in the body of the m
of the genus Anopheles, and
secondly, no matter how many persons you may have In a community.
If you have no Anopheles mosquitoes
there is absolutely no possibility of
the spread of the disease. The
alone can convey the disease from the sick to the well.
Therefore, to abolish miliaria, we
must exterminate the Anupheles mosquito.
In order to more clearly understand the methods advocated by sciTWO SHOWS
PRICES
ence to exterminate these mosquitoes
NIGHTLY
10 and 25 cts.
we should for a moment study the
life history of the mosquito.
Mosquitoes There are a greut
number of different kinds nf
quitoeg, only a few of which
5
been proven to curry disease. Most
of them except for the Irritation consequent upon their bite, are extremeat Tijeras Canyon
ly harmless.
The most common form
I NOW QpKW TO THB PcULIO
In the locality belongs to the genus
BEST AMERICAN BLOCK
Calex and the only disease carrying
Those desiring Hot or Cold
CO All
one in this section of the I'nttud
Lunches or Refreshments
LENGTHS
AIX
CEDAR
AND
States Is the Anopheles. These moswill find the best the market
PINION WOOD.
quitoes differ so considerably In their
affords always on hand.
MUX AND FACTORY WOOD.
general characteristics as to be readLUMP, tS.M.
ily told apart. First of nil. If you
SANDIAS HOME
NOT, $4.1.
will observe the attitude of the restSuccessors to
ing mosquitoes you will find they do
We'll Pleaae or Butt
not all stand alike; the Calex you
SELVA PLACE
We will meet any oompctHtoi
will find, has a decided hump In the
back, the head is not on the same
plane with the body and wIiirs. The
AZTEC FUEL CO.
Anopheles, on the contrary, holds Its
head and beak almost on the same
Phone S51.
plane with Us body and wings. Also
Office, Comer Granite and First
you will notice that the Calex
on the window or wall holds its body
and take notice.
almost parallel with the wall, while
the Anopheles with contrary, stands
with Its body and beak almost at
II.
& Cp.
right angles with the wall on which
Expert Cleaning Co.
it Is resting.
Is now read? to meet any compeIt would look as If the Anopheles
(the malarial mosquito) always astition io the cleaning line-r- ail
we
ask: Gie us a chance to figure
sumed an attitude "ready for busiwith you.
ness."
Examining
mosquitoes
ALVARADO PHARMACY more closely itthewill be founda little
that
they differ somewhat In their coloring, the Anopheles
being spotted,
Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.
darker wings that the Calex and the
STREET
on either side of the beak
HIGHLAND PHARMACY projection
(culled the palpi) are almost as long
as the beak in the Anopheles, while
Occidental Building
they appear stouter in the Calex.
AM Kinds of Freah and
Lastly, the females of all species of
Salt .Meat. Bring Ui Your Prescription
mosquitoes (the only ones that bite)
Mem Sausage Factory.
may be distinguished from the males
KMIL KIiKINWOKT
from the fact that the latter on each
Masonic Buikllug, North Third Street.
side of the palpi have a feathery or
tufTcd process (called the Kaiiteinuie)
while the antennae of the female Is
BA1CBROOK BROI.
quite plain. This gives to the head of
tile male mosquito a very distinctly
Phone f,6
i,2 john fiL heavy tufted appearance which Is abUp to date turn-outBest drivers sent in the female,
from which
in
the city. Proprietor of .Sadie." they may be almost and
recognized at a
the picnic wagon.
glance.
Cycle of Mosquito Life The life
history of the mosquito may be divided into four distinct periods, and
in each of these periods it is possible
to determine whether the
ultimate
mosquito will be of one variety or
another, but since the extermination
of Cue Anopheles is more desirable
than that of the other varieties of
mosquito on account of Its disease
breeding
1'lItSlIXG
characteristics,
still the
sunn) methods which rid a section of
the same course we have always folthe Anopheles will also destroy all
lowed, we are using the moet exother aritties, therefore, a differentreme care In safeguarding the purCITY tiation
of the various varieties nf
ity and quality of everything we use
their different stages of development
in our baking. We're rather proud of
will not be undertaken.
and return
the reputation we've gained for cell-lo- g
The pregnant female mosquito lays
good things to eat. and iv don't
h r engs on water, but In doing this
itnran to oh It by carelessness.
the Anopheles shows herself tu be a
bit more particular than the Calex.
I'lONF.KIi HAKKIIY.
Almost any bit of Maguant water w ill
307 South First Sirivt.
do for tho Calex. be It a ditch, side
of a pond, rain barrel or old tin can,
while the Anopheles generally
reTickets on sale May 29,
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
fuses to accept barrels, tin cans, etc.,
30, 31, 1W; final retain
and pluces hi r i hh in stagnant water
r
UTXBX, fiALX.
limit GO days from date of
on the edges of running streams or
TRANSFHK filABlr
ponds, and particularly If ther Is a
tale. Call at ticket office
greenish scum of vegetable matter
for fall particulars.
e
bomgsl
a4 Wales
about it because it is upon this that
kaage
they die lilu.st apt to feed.
liependiiig upon the temperature,
mi
TfUNOLTS in rnk CITY
T. E. PURDY, AQT.
within 24 to 4 8 hours, these eggs
hatch and from the under side of
IkoiI Itr..! ketwtee Osaliti eal
a? Ihtm emerges the small, wiggling
At.
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at 2:45;
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Capital and Surplus, $100,000

.MEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS

DEPOSITS

Albuquerque Found. y. Machine Works

t

A Neat Cat Iron Hitching Post it a
Civic Improvement
Phone 149
To any church in the city notifying us that the gift
will be acceptable, we will deliver, free of cha ge.
two of our $5.00 hitching posts

Albuquerque

a,

Al'CTIOX.
liig audi in sale of furniture Saturday, May 29, In front of Sollie &
Lellreton's store at 2 p. in., consisting
II Whole
..l..i,,u i, ..,.,of beautiful
squares,
this' steel couches, artbeds, springs, dressers,
aide. So in a crusade against
ranges,
pest, where
own,
there are mos- baso burners, heaters in fact, many
quitoes formed, s.ar. h must be made things.
J. M. SOLLIE.
lor tin n breiding place and diligent
Auctioneer.
Search within a radius of a quarter
of a mile will usually be rewarded.
IX) It SALIC.
In this connection
It
An enlublished business. Small In- should be
stated Dial mosqultiu s are not strong J I'M incut. Inquire at A. riciclicr'.
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Albuquerque and Las Vegas

Santa Fe's team Is preceded by the
r. piitati in of b' lng the strongest that

free-for-a-
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Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers :
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pra-leedi-
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GROCERS

The first of a series of three games
between the Santa Ft team and tne
Albuquerque Grays will be played at
Traction park tomorrow, and these
two t. anis will be the attractions at
the park Sunday and Monday afternoons in combination with races under the management of the ilrivin,;

city has sent out In many moons, it
In. .udes three pitchers w ith reputations, all of whom ure known to Albuquerque fans. Safford, who will
pitch the game tomorrow for the Ancients, formerly played with the
Browns here and with the University
team. McCarthy, another Ancient
pitcher, is also known to Albuquerque and comes with the record of
having won every game ho pitched
last sea.son. Jim Lopez is the third
pitcher, and he will be remembered
by a number of fans who have seen
him in operation before. The Santa
Ke team is composed of the following:
Kdward .Safford. J. McCarthy, Jim
Lopez, pitchers; Jake Safford, catcher; Mike Stanton. Ilrst base; Albert
Clancy, captain, second base; J. Van
fturgli, third base; F. Keif, right
Held; ,P. Hanlenin. Ill, center field;
K. Digneo, left field; C. Moore, shortstop; C. D. McCarlcy, manager.
Manager Dan Padilla. expects the
Grays to do their part. The team has
been In constant practice and the
recent games at Kl Paso showed that
the Albuquerque aggregation has yet
to meet its betters In this section of
the country.
The Grays won't be
satisfied with
than two victories
out of the three games and as Santa
Ke is reliably reported to oe out after the same record, there will probably be enough good ball playing to
keep the fans interested. The Grays
will have the following players:
Weeks and Hidalgo, pitchers; Pe-ncatcher; Percy, first base; Gonzales, second base; Salazar,
third
base; Alarld, shortntop; F. delilassl,
bft field; Luna, center Held; X. de
Plassi, right field.
The Traction park diamond has
been put In fine conJition for the
gam.s and the judges' and timer's
stands have been moved from in
front of the grand stand so that
tiiere will be an unobstructed view
of the playing.
On Sunday and Monday afternoons
the ball players will be assisted oy
the Albuquerque Driving club, whlh
ha arranged for some of the best
racing events at Traction park for
.seme time past. A meeting of the
board of directors has been called for
this evening In the rear of the St.
Elmo for the purpose of transacting
general business and appointing presiding officers for Sunday and Monday afternoon's meets, Thos comprising the board of directors are the
following: Simon Sohloss, president;
W. L. Trimble, vice president; M. M.
Gieenbaum, secretary;
Jake Levy,
Dr. William lleljen and J. C. Martin.
The last three represent the special
committee.
The ball game tomorrow afternoon
will commence at 3:30 o'clock but
on Sunday and Monday 'afternoons,
the games will be called promptly at
2:30. The race program for Sunday
afternoon will consist of four harness
events participated In by local horses
driven by local owners while the feature of the afternoon will be. tho
"Novelty Race."
This will be a running race and
the rider will b" required to dismount at a given station
on the
track and don costumes before
to the finish.
On Monday afternoon
an exceptionally good program has been arranged. The fiature event of Monll
day afternoon will be the
burro harness race, providing the
animals can be procured and all elfins are now being made to get
them. Such noted drivers as Joe
Harnett, Jim McCorrlston,
W.
L
Trimble and others will make the
race a howling success. All winnere,
uoth Sunday and Monday afternoons
will be presented with a blue ribbon,
while where there are four or more
starters tile third will lecuivc a yellow ribbon.
ll
A
ladles
running race, each entry to own her
own pony, .'a
also scheduled
for
Monday afternoon and a handsome
trophy will be awarded the winu. r.
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In reference to t lie pra tiiill 111. til- ANCIENT CITY TEAM
m.,.. qn it es, several
oils of killing
points In regard t,, t heir life history
must be taken into cunsiilcratii ii.
COMES FOR
1.
Water Is necessary Into wheh
the fem .le must lay her eggs.
2.
pupa l'lr-- t or .Sei les or Thrci- - W ill In1 l'lay-c- l
In lVdh the larvae and
stages it is necessary that the insect
lit Tract Ion Park Tomorrow.
tective air in order for it to live and

grow.
Il is frequently stated that mosquitoes do not need water ill which
to hatch and this is usually based
itpon the fact that out here on t lie
plains sometimes miles from where
there Is water, mosquitoes arc
seen. This docs not negative the fact that water Is necessary.
U
lain' It is ' U known that t.ie I'l"
of loan;- - gravid :n.ct. d. pends upon
their being able t Iiml water to deposit heir eggs ami they may lle
on more or less Indefinitely, un'il a
;hance Is offered them to deposit
their ova, after which, their mission
having been accomplished,
in life
they die. This seems to be the wise
provision of nature f ir the propagation of sqiecicg of Insect life.
Th refore, without water the mosquito rurn.it deposit her eggs. It is
impossible to prevent the momentary
neposit of water
because immediately after a rain storm the female
mosquito that ha been for weeks
awaiting sue h an opportunity, has de"
posited her eggs before It can be
drained. These w ithin ten days have
developed Into the larvae stage and
then they require air for their future development. This gives an opportunity for the wholesale destruction of the mosquito, because It is a
relatively easy matter to prevent
their obtaining the necessary air.
Practically there are three methods of extermination:
1.
Drainage.
2.
The use of llsh.
3.
Petroleum.
Drainage Is th method of choice
in most instances since it docs permanent good by obliterating for good
end hH the swampy ground which
provides the breeding ground. It Is
opep only to the disadvantage
of
sometimes a considerable outlay of
morey. This, however, Is usually
compensated for by the increased valThe
uation of lam so reclaimed.
use of fish has been in some places
rt sorted to In fresh water lakes or
large ponds where water had been
impounded for storage purposes. The
eggs and larvae are readily eaten by
the tlsh and so the growth of mosquitoes is prevented.
Almost any
fresh water fish are available
for
,
this purpose.
Combined with drainage and filling
of small puddles and ponds, the use
of pcfoleuni has given most gratifying results end frequently
has
more than trebled the Income of communities for the small outlay which
was neiessary for oil.
Petroleum destroys mosquitoes by
lorming a film of oil over the surface
of the water which destroys not only
the eggs of the female when laid on
it, hut also the adult mosquito, but
Its main Influence 1s that the film of
oil over water prevents the larvae
and pupae from being able to stick
their breathing point through
the
lilm to get air and they die from
This is an inexpensive process requiring not more than an ounce
of the crude oil to cover about 15
square feet of water, and this w ill remain In stagnant places f ir about two
weeks, when it should be repeated.
In
places where mosquitoes are
reeding in the quiet spots of water
on the edge of a running stream it
has to be used more frequently, since
the slight agitation of the running
wai. r may had it out Into the main
stream, but even in these situations
'nee in ten das is frequently enough,
slm-it r quires at b ast that time
for Cie mosquito
to become full
Hedged. As to the manner In which
the oil may he distributed it depends much upon the quality of oil
ns. d ami the , haracter of the surface to he oiled. The best oil for this
ii e is the heavy crude petroleum,
It lasts longer, not being evaporated so quii kly on account of its
being more readily spread over large
ponds, an,) its cheapness.
The oil may be sprayed on the surface of the pond or ditch or merely
thrown from a can and the water agitated so as to readily spread
the
oil.
Mansuii. an authority on malaria, advocates using the heavy oil
and applying it by means of a Manuel rag dipped in the oil and then
run through the water. The use of
p. ir deiim sli oild always, when conditions admit of it, be assisted by
urainane and lining.
I.astix. in the destruction of mosquito, s. it mii-- t he remembered that
large bod us of water are not necessary for their existence; enough mosquitoes may be propagated from an
apparently empty rain barrel to make
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Hardware

Iron Iipe

Co...

Central Ave.

Phone 315

1
X

Works.

Stoves, Ganges, House Furnish- -

ff

318 VV.

and Machine

Foundry

X

X

Va,ves a,,d Sittings

Plumbing, Heating.
Tin and Copper Work

I

Great
Sacrifice
Sale
Of Millinery and Trimmed Hats

!

Legal proceedings having been brought against ue, we must
raise a large amount of cash in the next few days. Tills U the opportunity of tiie Season to buy your mllllnerery cheap, clieairr,
cheaper. Nothing reserved. Everything slaughtered for the ready
cash. 25
to 50 percent Kcdiictlon on Kvery Hat in our
stock for the next ten days only. Come to us and make your
money go twice as far.
KVKItYTinXG SPOT CASH.

CRANE
MILLINERY
Corner Central Avenue and ntth Street
TELEGRAPHIC

Light

MARKETS

7.45;
7.15;

$6.80rJ 7.30;
mixed S$.95?,
7
heavy $7q7.fc5:
rough
m
pigs Ji.S j S.80; bulk of sales

tV.L'OU 7.35.
Shu p, ti.000.

Iuls

St.
Metals. "
St. Louis, May 28. Lead, higher,
$1.35; spelter, firm, 5.15.

Weak. Western
i.25(ii' 7.30;
yearlings
ern lamlw $6..ju 'i 9.75.
f"6.7U;

Money.

Mock.

York, May 28. Prims paper Amalgamated Copper
3 V4 fi.i 4 per cent; call
money easy, Atchison
!
1
2
per cent.
pfd
New York Central .
New York Metals.
Pacific , , ,
New York, May 28. Lead, firm, SouthernPacific
$4,3544.45; copper firm, 13H13,,4 Union
United States steel .
silver 52
New

Ti.

St.

Louis,

pfd

Wool Market.
May

$4.25

west

28.

Pennsylvania
Wool,

854

189
104
.

130V,

,

123
189V

.

64,

120
134

74.

un-

Kansas City Livestock.
changed. Territory and western meKansas City. May 28. Cattle. 1,.
diums 25 W 30c; tine mediums, 2t(tP 000.
Steady. Native steers
5.25j7i
27c; fine, 16'(23c.
southern steers $1.40ii 6".0; southern
cows
$2.75i 4.75; native cows and
Clilcugo Provisions.
heifers
$2.50'fi 6.75;
ttockcrs and
Chicago. May 28. Close:
feeders $4ii5.75: bulls $3.40 ii 5.25 ;
Wheat May $1.33; July
calvi
$3.75 W 7.25:
western
steers
July
Corn May
$5.40t 6.75; western cows S3r,i 5.EO.
Oats May SO; July 52;
I
Hogs,
2,000. 10c lower. Hulk $6.90
Pork May and July $18,874.
,'7.35; heavy $7.20'.i 7.40; paeke.-Lard May and July $10.82.
7 'i 7.35;
MM butchers
light $6,800
Klbs May and July $10,22 4.
7.15. pigs $:,.7'.", 0 6.75.
Sheen, 3.000. Steadv. Muttons
Chicago 1lvcsijM'k.
Chicago, May 2S. Cattle, 1,500. 6. .'Iii; Iambs $ 7. t 9 ; wethers and yearStrong. Keeves
$5.20 'u 7.25;
Texas lings $4 5Uru7.iO; iwea $44(6; Texas
steers $4.75 ti 6.30; western tsteers Hini Arizona muttons $4.506.25.
$4.75(q6.35; Blockers and feeders
3.60 4i 5. ft.".; cows and heifers $2 00
Men's rubber boots, first grade,
6.50; calves $5.251 7.50.
only $3.50. at C. May's shoe store,
Hogs, 28,000. Mostly
10c lower. 314 West Central avtnun.

73;
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Our Fifth Annual May Sale is

Big Bargains in Clothing, Shoes,
Oxfords and Slippers, Dry Goods,
Crockery, Graniteware, Tinware
and Groceries. New Bargains
daily. Be sure and come today
Beautiful Souvenir plates free.

Cash Buyers' Union
WM. DOLDK.
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Youthful Soiniii Mcilo
His Audience hi

lilt With

t

Rend- -

illg llOOtllH,

The t ntei talnmeut offered by th"
Vernon Rettin Concert company at
the Santa Fe reading rooms last night
was one of the best y( t arranged by
Supcrinti ndeiit Russcr and the litrifo
audience- appreciated the musicians
so mm h that an effort will be made
ti have tin in visit tills city ally next
Kl

UMUI.

Tlu1 company Is composed of Vernon luttlu. the famous boy Fopraiu
of the Pacific coast; Grace Whit' sell,
lyric soprano; Edwin IdcUr. violinist; John licttin, accompanist; EmThey are nil
ma Hettln, manager.
musicians of the first quality but the
singing' of the boy soprano pleased
the audience more than any ono oths
a
er feature.
The boy pos.-csand greit
voice of
wide range
strength and he waj encored again
slid again. He sung "Kathleen
by request.
The song cycle by Miss Whites.'1.!
showed her versatile style to great
advantage and she was given an enthusiastic reception. Mr. Ideler's violin playing was encored and the aoio
piano playing of John Eettln was
The program
greatly appreciated.
follows:
Cucco Song Vernon Renin.
jSpring Song Oscar Weil.
Rockin in de Wind (Neldlinget)
Grace A. Whitesell.
I) Divine Redeemer (Gounod)
Ava Maria (Gounod- Vernon licttin.
Violin Solo, Legende ( Weinawaslti )
Edwin Ideler.
Elida
La Donna e mobile Vernon Rett it'
PART II.

Califom:

AulERCE

3

Gasoline Stoves
and Ranges

g

"

C

Most complete line of new
and second hand gasoline
stoves in the city. Prices
from $1.25 up.
EVERY ONE GUARAN
GIVE US A
TEED.

3
3

CALL.

CROWN FURNITURE
AND AUCTION CO.
114 V. Gold.

Tel 606

oooocyToooncxxxooocooooor

Star Boot

Lone

&

Shoe Shop

Our specialty Is making cowboy
ehoes. First cla-- s
boots and
sole leather
repairing. BeBt rock-oa- k
used. Twenty years' expe,rienpe. I am
master of the trade. Give us a trial.
Work called for and delivered.
322 W. Central Ave
Phe'ie 355.

MINNEAPOLIS
Rooming House
524 South Second St., Corner Iron.
beds.
All new iron
Rooms for
Single room, 31,25
housekeeping.
per week. No invalids received.

ED. F0URNELLE

Or-ob- a,

Carpenter

five-eigh-

and Builder
Jobbing

Promptly

Phone!

Shop lOttf;

Attended

Residence Ml

Ship Corner Fourth St. ind
ALBUQUERQUE,

to

Copper Am.

N. M.

i EXCURSIONS

Saturday Morning

jv.

27-2- 9.

25,

1909.

Atlantic 1ty, X. .1.. anil rerwrn,
H2.SO Account annual meeting American Medical association Tickets on sale June
1909. Final limit June 23,
1909.
1oiilsville, Ky., unil return,
$10.75
Account of imperial
4.

council, Ancient Arable order,
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine.
Date of sale June
Heturn
limit. June 17. 1909.
Call at Ticket office for full
Information.

T.

r.

PUHDY, AGENT.

I

Green Peas

West Central Avenue

308-31- 0

Yellow
Wax Beans
Green Beans

"JOHN
DEERE"

Artichokes
HeadLettuce
Cauliflower
Tomatoes
Cucumbers

CULTIVATOR
Cultivator with Lever
A
and Guage Wheel. The shovels
are steel and reversible.
Sold with or without Sweeps
This cultivator is made entirely of
steel, handles included, making a
stiff, light strong tool. You can't
buy a better cultivator at any price.
5-To-

New
.

Etc.

oth

Raabe

Mauger

&

I

115417 North FirsttSt.
SEE US FOR THE BEST IMPLEMENTS

I

Red

Raspberries
Blackberries
Strawberries !

Consolidated Liquor Go.
EVERYTHING. IN OUR LINE
Writs tor Illustrated
OFFICE

Oranges
Grape Fruit
Bananas
Cherries
Apricots

121

..

Catalog and Price List
SALES

UNO

ROOM

and 123 North First St.

Phone 138

ALL THE WAY UP
to the thin (lea oa the roof,
Material Cheaper than you bava
yearn Save a leaM M per eeal and

From the

fomul&Uoii

BulhUn

may

me
bomgkt

tll-In- C

ha

BUILD NOW

Rio Grande Material

Belle Springs

PUOXK a.

Butter

&

Lumber Co.

CORNER THIRD AND

r
'OLD RELIABLE."

atARQUZm.

MMMMW
ESTABLISHED 1873

L. B. PUTNEY

30c a pound
THE

GROCER I

WHOLESALE

(FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

Bakery
Goods

I

:

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple
the bouthwest

FARM

2

AND FREIGHT

Groeene

WAGONS
ALHlJOIJKKOnH

AVJMU15

in

N. M

j

.

Folks Song Contest

niiu-ty-on-

1

25 Cents

Is

Albert Fwb&r

t:

v., ami return.
.rM.(5
Account annual Travelers' Protective Association of
America. Tickets on sale May
1909. Final limit June

Asiivllle,

one household article
of more Importance to
the health of your family than
any other Is the refrigerator.
The WHITE FROST Is a
metallic refrigerator, made entirely of galvanized sheet steel
with solid brass trimmings,
whit" enameled
Inside and
out; it will not shrink, warp
or decay.
The WHITE FROST Is provided with a 1 4 Inch air
spnee between walls which Is
thoroughly
Insulated
with
"Aerofelt" and maltha. Aero-fe- lt
Is a quilted fiber of nonconducting properties, so superior to any other Insulation
known that It makes the
WHITE FROST the acme of
perfection for the purpose of
refrigeration.
Come and see
them on our floor.

that

i

Potatoes t
Asparagus
Spinach

i

The

in

Vegetables

Tro-vator- e,

full-fledg-

Refrigerator

White Frost

Fresh

s

(XJOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJC
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Song Cycle
Resolved, that a copy of these resWandering One Caro Roma.
olutions be spread upon the minutes
1.
Absence.
of this meeting and that a copy be
2. Lament.
sent to the parents of our deceased
3. Doubt Not.
brother and also be published in the
4. Prayer.
The 'iiiMiny init in Minstrel Show daily paper.".
5. Letter and Return.
at Colombo Last Night und Will
JUSTO R. ARMIJO,
. Grace A. Whltesell.
lmiij" .Program Tonight.
H. S. KNIGHT,
Clad (Haydn)
Verdure
With
E. F. SCHEMLE,
Committee."
Vernon Rettin.
Two minstrel performances by the
I'ierce-Kosly- n
company were enjoyViolin Solo Rruch Concerto Ed
win Ideler.
ed by large audiences at the ColomRoch of Ages (Bischoff) Vernon
nignt. The clever THE YOUNG PEOPLE
bo theatre liust
Ltttin.
work of Jo Haxgerty and Fred Elliot, in negro dialect, and solos by
WILL MEET TONIGHT
Joseph Carmody, the baritone, were
CHARITY CONCERT
among the 'features of the performance. Mr. Carmody made a hit with
iivo a Program,
Rosis," by Shapire. Mr. City I'nlon Will
the ballad
AT THEATRE TONIGHT
by Social Time ah
Pierce and Miss lioslyn rendered sevChristian t hiiivli.
eral operatic numbers from II
by special request.
The City Union will meet tonight Song-- of Many IjuiiIh Will lie
A complete change of program was
Mr.
lure of lIMgram This Kvcnlng.
Ph'l at the Christian church, when the
announced for tonight.
tumbling following program will be given:
Godfrey, whose acrobatic
Topic: "The Relation the Young
Under the auspices of the Albu
has delighted the audiences at every
performance, will appear this even- People's Society Should Rear Toward querque Missionary Union, a concert
Missions."
and
stunts,
ing in some of his best
will be given this evening at the Elks'
Hymn.
wno
will be assisted by his wife,
theatre by a number of well known
V.
Bryson.
S.
by
'Prayer
Rev.
the
in
makes her first aDDearanee
musclans, elecutlonists
and actors,
by
M.
.Sadler.
Dtecussion
J'Jiper
J.
Mr
tonight.
program as arranged offers an
city in the acrobatic act
The
Godfrey's work is some of the most by J. A. Hammond.
unusually
enterta'n- meritorious
Paper by Allen Kellar. Discussion ment. It is as
clever ever seen here in the acrobatic
follows:
by John F.. Wolking.
and contortion line.
(a) "Sailing O'er a Summer Sea'
iSolo by Miss Goady, "Our Heav
(Italian)
enly Home."
(b) "Charming Marguerite" 'French
Paper by Miss Florence Fox. Dis
SANTA EE SHtRiFF
Ladies' Quartet.
cussion by Mrs. J. F. Palmer.
Misses Viola Blueher, Lola Neher,
Discussion by Rev. W. E. Bryson
Pauline Cartwrlght, Estelle
IN RACING GAME
After the program a good socinl
De Tullio.
time will follow, after which the Impersonations
Rev. Pierce
Young People's society of the Chris- (a) How Can I Leave Thee (German)
refreshments,
nerve
will
tian
church
He IUih Several Kimrlos in I'.vents at
(b) Loch Lomond (Scotch)
Everyone interested, or who wish to (c) Wearln'
liiUletou. Colorado, lN.r Next
of the Green (Irish)
of
imisslons
in
interested,
become
Month.
S. Cartwrlght.
any sort, will miss u treat by not at Reading Forest
"A Crippled Mercury"..
meeting.
And
for
tending
this
don't
FV,
Santa'
Closson,
C.
of
Sheriff C.
Mary Andrews
has oeveral entries in the races at get about the refreshments.
Mrs. Lillian Millar Cartwrlght.
folaccording
Colo.,
to the
Littleton,
la) Annie Laurie (Scotch)
lowing from a Denver paper:
b) Comin' Thro' the Rye (Scotch)
TIGHT
DR.
CHOSEN
Littlemeeting
coming
race
at
The
Ladles' Quartet.
Closson,
C.
see
ton will
the debut of
Impersonations
Rev. Pieroe
M.,
N.
a
as
Fe,
sheriff at Santa
OE FAIR (a) When Love in Kind (Irish)
PRESIDENT
long
He
has for a
turfman.
(b) Drink to Me Only (English)
time been interested In tile gallopers,
(c) Marseilles Hymn (French)
past
come
years
has
and .for several
Forest S. Cartwrlght.
to
summer
regularly
each
to Denver
Committee Sucort'ds In IK'ating Man Impersonations
Rev. Pierce
park.
In
at
Overland
the meets
to Take Charge of Annual
take
(a) Dixie Land (American)
Closson
During the winter Sheriff
lOvent.
(b) My Old Kentucky Home (Ameri
had the opportunity to purchase a
can)
'd
annex
he
string of runners and
The committee in charge of select (c) Star Spangled Banner American.
one
good
performers,
ing officers for the annual New Mex
half a dozen
Minstrel Chorus.
of which holds out great projnlsa. W. ico fair to be held in Albuquerque
The musical part of tha program
trainer,
Wi made
E. Hurke, the well known
this fall, completed its work late ye
up of folk songs of the variwho comes t Overland park every terday afternoon
when it secured ous nations.
summer, was engaged to handle the the consent of W. J. Tight, former
stable, and Hurke arrived at Littleton president of the University, to act
yesterday wit:i live good ones.
as president. A. B. Stroup was chos OLD TOWN SCHOOL
en vice president;
In the string Is Lady Oakland;
R. II. Collier
record
treasurer, and John B. McManus
holder of the Canadian
having covered the secretary of the association Plans
CLOSES FOR THE YEAR
for
distance In one minute flat, at Tor- tor the fair will
be outlined at
Right
and once and the work undertaken with
onto; Straightllne, All
Anona. The la.st named is also a like- out delay.
Pupils Entertain Parents anil Friends
ly mare.
W ith J'rograin hi (
Hall
SPKCIAL MASTER'S SALE.
Today.
STI'1U.Y'S SPIvCIAL NAIJO.
In the District Court of the County
The following program was most
3 cans corn
.....25c
of Taos. Territory of New Mexico. creditably executed by the pupils
f
s
lilackber-rieHoney Dew Preserved
Vicente F:'etquez, t al, Plaintiffs,
the old Albuquerque district schools
15c
vs.
No. 615 this afternoon in Casino hall, the ocHoney Dew Preserved Cherries. . 15c Jose G. Mirabal. et al. Defendants.
casion being the during of the school
10c
Llbby's Plum. Pudding
Notice is hereby given that by for the year.
3 pkgs Kuril Kinks
10e virtue of a Judgment and order
of Recitation. Mother Nature's Spring
10c bale rendered in the above cause on
! five cent cans of milk
Dress Ella Alburn.
Gatlin's Roasted Coffee, 21b pkg 50c the lOtli day of May, 1909, the under- Maypole
..16 Roys and Girls
20: signed special master will, on the 'Recitation Dance Waiting
Hire's Extract of Root Reer
for the May
Pint Rottle of Bass Island Grape
6th day of July, 19us. ot 10 o'clock
Marguerite Zamora.
3'ic in the forenoon of said day, at the
Juice
Song
Starboard Watch
6 pkgs Sensation Cut Plug tobacfront door of the county court house
Chorus of Boys and Girls.
co
25? of the county of Santa Fe, in the ci'y
. .Charge
of the Light
40e ol Santa Fe, territory olj New Mexico, Recitation.
Horde Shoe tobacco
Brigade Felipe Garcia.
A good whole train rice, lb
5e sell at public auction, to the hlgn Song
Woman's Rights
Tapico, per keg
est and best bidder for cash, the folChorus of Boys and Girls.
15c lowing real estate situate in the coun' lb of Cocoanut
American Flag
?,c ty of Taos, Territory of New Mexico, Recitation LouisThe
2 cans of Cal. pears
Anaya.
3 cans owl brand of String Heaus 25c
Song
liuy My Flowers
25-3 cans Chill Con Carne
The Rancho del Rio Grande La. id Delphlna Montoya, Tereslta Garcia.
Jt. cans of P. V. Mapl Syrup.... 30' grant, which uid tract of land Is Drill
Fairy Revel
10c bounded on the south by the ridge,
3 lb can of Hominy
'Twelve Glrl.
We show a large it of nu n's su. ti(Cuchillu) of the Oso mountain; tn Dialogue. .
Rhyme of the Digit
mer unili rweif. light weight cotton the west the .Miranda valley (Canada
Eleven Girls.
garments 25c up to $1.50 for silk ih. Mirande) and the Picuris Pueblo Recitation Mama's
Little Market
ones.
road, on the east the spur of tha Rio Woman Eufemia ialladun.
on
Don Fernando
Mountain;
the
Song
A Child's Prayer
TIIH MAK.
north th boundary of the Manuel
Girls' Chorus.
W M. K1I1KK. Proprietor.
i:i
Vigil
being
giant,
Monies
known
Mr. Nobody
Recitation
the of l ice of the surveyor general of
Anna Tobacco.
New Mexico us reported No. 5S. and Song of the Dalsi. s. Girls' Chorus
in the United States court of private
land claims as dock' t No. 10; and
Wo have just received a big shipthousand, light ment of low rlni.s aiol slipp is for
containing
hundred thirteen and fifteen
b. yd and girls. Tiny com,- In patent
I 9 ,X 1 3. 1 5 )
acres of land, kid, vi'i kid and calf. I. luck or tan,
JEIks Theatre
Tonight
according to the survey thereof in the wear well, fit perfectly and are very
otfiee of the surveyor general of New
in price, c. May's Shoe
Mexico reft rence to which is hereoy store, 314 West Central avenue.
description.
o
made for more particular
Wheat for chicken fciil. K. W. I'cc,
ERNEST A. JOHNSTON,
002-601
Special Master.
South First St., Phone 16.
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For the season of 1909 our
delicious cream Is more popular than ever. All order,
large or small, In or nuv of the
city, promptly cared for, and
delivery In good condition,
guaranteed.

MAY

i-

1

Pure Ice Cream

Fourth

i '
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1700 No.

of

Yoiiiik Man Will

ALOYS- -

PLEASED 8!S CROWD

EAST

anil 1 rli'iiiN cf
it
onihle
lor sn hex.
The boily of liny Hannon, who
died at ,t. Juji ph'n hospital yesterto his former
day, will bi'
lli.nio al Mlllllt .1. UM ll.. lor ouiiai,
having A11miiiui !iU" at S:3U totn I
row morning. Tin- body will be in- ciiir)..ink d by Air. and .Mrs. llamion,
his parents.
Tin' Knights of V'unibus. of wliii !i
r
an
Mr. Ilannon was a
kululit

l

1

PHONC 1029

The Matthew

for I'liutls In Toni'ini-anirlim-- i Territorial

HN4HH4MmMMMtM44444ituuiuuH

WON
TO BE TAKEN

DAY

S I'ics Soon,

Prices Biehl.

Fre;h.

BODY OF

The t. mils club Jiaa arraneed tin
I'nals anil si in ti;'. !s of It cliam
ml adjusted
ji ; i tollman! tit.
"I'll" amrs will bo
ul! i.h" h; i. .Hi a
lilayi'.l
iiTiii atlnn day at 2 o'elo.-In .ii'Mtlf tat- rity championship i'l
until
ami douhhv. Raymond
-t
inrni and It. II. ( 'nil U r urn said to
In- - in
iiifor vi"t 'iy in tin- - doubles,
s t
now thn-to tha
as thi'y
g 'ml. Th y will nriti h up with Uart'n ;fiii-nilof Mr. Italian, will gather
anil Van fint, tin' handicaps for this this evening at the und. rtaki.ig cs-- I
nt of A. lior.b rs, where tly;
niatrli bi'inn one i.no lialf of 'AO. An- - tablii-hm- i
game that will cum.' within the body lie., to ni Itc the office lor toe
poles will take place between Mer- - dead. Til" Knights of Columbus will
ritt ami l:roks minus 30, ami Moor.- escort the body to tin.' train tomor
row morning
and Stroup, plus one half of 15.
In the h ad n j
At a meeting of the lodge last
Howard Clarko
holdt.s
j niKht
the following resolutions were
the Singh's toiirmimmt and
lug his had lik
rnk. The tour- - , adopted:
"Whereas, it has pleased Almighty
jnameiit ha been delayed on account
j in n;s iminiK- jneiey to call to
of postponement for the Elks' licsta. J
Membership In the tennis club has , Is reward In the full powi r of his
hi en on the increase. Vive new meni - !Hluiv manhood, our brother. Hoy H.
ncrs were aaueo ijisl iuiiv. oioir-..llaunon, and
departed
our dear
"Whereas,
the total to 92. There are now but
of
tight acamiis In the full code
brother, as a member of the
are
one hundred members and there
Council No. 64 1, Knights of
Columbus, by his every act demonssi veral prospeetlves for these plae
to
pud trated the teachings of tills order un l
It Is expected by the club
oft a territorial tournament In Hbojt by his life exemplltled the character
'two months. Vegas. Santa Fe and istics of an upright and Christian
2 Vauuhn. X. M.. may pa itleip.t young man, be it
Resolved, that in the death of Roy
while Kl l'aeo has five entries. Following the territorial cnnte.st, the
H. Hannon, Albuquerque council has
a
plans for
have elaborate
.suffered an irreparable loss and that
tin- memory of his life will be cner- south western tournament and are ;
in correspondence with southhed by his brothers of the order. He
western elubs, that favor the under- it further
taking.
Resolved, that we deeply sympa
thize with hi father and mother and
otht r members of his family, and lie
PlERCE-RUSLY-

Thone or s?dJ for Solicitor.

Oa'.l

GAMES

DECORATiOH
t'luli Armour

Imported and Domsstic Goods
Specialty of Lurea Pure Olive Oil.
Liquor bv the i;Ulon or Bottle.
Family Trade Solicited
Agent for San Antonia Lime.

FAST TENNIS

riaj

PA.r.

ALOYS:
PHONE

72

Builders

and

Finishers

Supplier

Native ana CtUeaco Lumber, Shcrwtn-VUltauis Palut Nom lrrtm.
BaSatag Payer, Plaater, lime. Cement, Glass, Saab, Doors, aUa.
Y
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about the porch. I swept
n bunch, opened the door.
and stepped into the hull. Three
letters had been pushed under the
door by the postman. Two of tiiem
Were of no moment, but the last one
1 open. il.
It was from Carl Berg- tieim. and read as follows:
"It has now been some four or five
1 have given myself tho
:n.
pleasure of communication with you.
1 hope in that time you have pros-jeri'- d
in your way, as I have prospered in mine. With that hope let
tis to basiness, at the address which
Is givi n below is a
viola J'
mour; it is an heirloom, unattainable under any circumstance. I will
hII your necessary expenses and
will make it, say, half the figure of
the Reronzi ha! ha; the Bcrgonal
I laughed tHl my old ribs cracked
when your friend told me of It."
There followed the address of a
wealthy connoisseur of antique instruments.
The letter was written In code on
paper that Bergthe gossamer-lik- e
helm affected. There was added this
poetscrip:
"Just before posting I have made
an astounding discovery. The Duns-tneStrad which you procured for
tne is gone. I thought only three
people in the world knew where it
was you, your friend and myself.
Find it. at all hazards."
"After all, then, .Berghelm had
never written me the iletter which
Bent me on the second trip to Duns-tnei- r.
1 was glad to know it.
One
thread was freed from the tangle.
Ho Mr. Knowlton was in the house!
resI tried very hard to connect the Dyk.-bearonant basjs voice with the Van
and to my own mind finally
succeeded.
The room I was In was not to be
disturbed, so I made myself as comfortable as possible. I judged from
conservation that
the fragmentary
reached me at times, that the old
Jiousc was about to be occupied for
the first time in several years.
I heard
Knowlton giving orders
gain in the lower hall.
The more I considered this man,
the more important figure he became
to my mind. In the mysterious group
that 1 seemed to be drawn closer and
closer In contact with.
By noon, the air of the musty old
room had given me a throb jlng
liea. I. The noises about the main
ball had ceased, and I tiptoed to one
Wf the
windows and managed to
raise it without making any great
noise. 1 then pried a narrow silt in
the shutter with my knife and the
cool air came in tn me like a draught
of champagne. The narrow slit gave
tne a thin ribbon of the grassy drive
that led around to the front of the
main wing.
Below, the servants were drawing
together in a little group at the front.
1 heard the sound of wheels and a
a brougham came
later,
moment
down the drive and pulled up before
the entrance.
Then
first.
Knowlton alighted
came a strikingly handsome girl f
perhaps 2:.'; except as to maturity,
five years had changed MUs Duns-tne- ir
but little.
She went 'immediately to the group
of servants and greeted the older
ones most cordially. She was followed by a woman, possibly 40 years
old, tall an 1 strongly built; Ashton
(would have called her chapcronish.
1 think.
Her skirts had no more
than cKaieJ the steps when an elegantly dressed gentleman that Is.
s elegantly dressed as is proper In
traveling costume alighted, and the
brougham was driven away.
My eyes followed the last alighted
occupant with a sort of wondering
t aclnatio:i. There was a slope :i
the right shoulder, a familiar angle
to the hat. that riveted me. If he
lwou4d
but turn before taking the
last step.
It may have
And turn he did.
been tiie ptivtst accident or a tele
pathic viicnrv that caused him to
look up l me, hut I could hav
yes shot a direi
worn that Ills
look at my very shutter.
etrew

n

them into

ly

ir

rupted Ashton.
"I've never had the heart to cn'cr
them myself since then. and I
thought she would rather "
"You're right," again Interrupt 'd
Ashton. As they paused, momentarily, before my door, ami as they moved on down the hall I heard Knowlton continue:
"You will find the corner suite, the
one on the right, in the best condition ot all. Though Rollins, I'm sure
is fairly quaking in her shoes for
fear It may not be."
"Dear old Rollins!" said Ashton
as he opened his door. I waited for
Knowlton's departing steps and then
made ready to get away.
For the short time preceding luncn
I thought it likely that the guets
would remain In their rooms and
that the servants who had come over from
Knowlton's
establishment
would be In the rear.
My
surmise proved true and I
quickly made my way out and toon
a walk that led away from the wing
In which was Ashton's rooms.
In
a half hour, I was well on my road
home.
Naturally, my first thought were
of Ashton. I must learn from sources at hand whose part he was playing.
I should see If the morrow's
Dunmelr Times made any mention
of Miss Dunmeir's return, the reopening of the old house, or of the people who accompanied her.
.But Knowlton's connection with
the mystery was equally perplexing.
He had suddenly become a figure "f
almost as much importance as Ashton himself. His acquaintance with
the secret chnmber, his unctuous lie
to Ashton that he never entered the
old lady's room since the tragejy,
were, of themselves, enough to
the most turgid suspicion.
But the thing that seemed to nv
most portentous was the fact that
he was the recipient ot u letter which
1 felt sure
had come from Carl Berghelm,
In the early evening, before I retired, the landlord stopped for a moment and chatted at the door. By a
hazy inquiry 1 learned that Knowlton had been Miss Punsmeir's guardian upon her father's death, and at
her coming of age, her agent and
manager, and In the light of his recent action 1 thought 1 should like .o
Investigate his affairs.
After breakfast next day 1 procured the Times. It noted the reopening of the Punsmelr home, but
lumped the guests u
a "party cf
So far as names go I
friends."
as as well off as on the day beforo.
1
Impatient
disappointed,
and
swung away toward punsmelr, keeping for the most part to the fringe of
forest that skirted the road.
Once in the vicinity of Punsmelr,
sought a secluded knoll which I
had located on the occasion of my
Isit five years before.
From its
Uafy sides one could look directly
down upon the fine old place, and
grounds
on the Knowlton
which
ere opposite.
Three people, whom I recognized
as Ashton, Miss Punsmelr and her
haperon, were sauntering about the
ground. While I was watching them
1
saw. In the same line of vision,
Knowlton being driven down the
cliff road in the direction of toe
hart. A turn in the road brought
the rear of the cart in view and I
w that it contained a bag.
A sudden intuition came to me to
follow him. If his business In any
ay concerned Berghelm and endan
gered myself, I knew enough of the
old miser and hla methods to force
confession from. him.
It was early evening when I signed
name to the register of the Metro- pole, just below hin own. After din
ner I took a position where the view
commanded the front entrance and
at about ihalf past 8, Knowlton, who
had been pacing the lobby, with the
restless air of a man waiting an Im
portant engagement, stopped sudden
ly and turned eagerly to meet a man
who was advancing from the door-

ISTOTALKTO MARS
WITH AID OF
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ISLAND

MBtincf the adventures of one Toddindhis mysterious friend
So Kru'wlton vai about to cmbci
ale the
nunsmclr collection. anJ
llerghelm
nad known It! PI J he
know i; when he sent mi- for the
Viola ?
Next tn. Tning a pile of dallies lny

IIM.

Representative Scott Returns Two Men Will Ascend Ten
Miles and Use Wireless
From Porto Rico and
Apparatus the Rest
Tells of
of the Way.
Washington.
P. C, May 2.
"Borto Hlco Is in the throes of po
agitation
litlcHl
fomented by self
seeking adventurers who are conspiring against the United Plates
government.
The Island has no en
lightened public opinion and the
public In no sense are equipped for
approaching
anything
They must be subjected to a
fair and Just but autocratic control."
This Is the opinion of Representative Scott of Kansas, who has Just
returned to Washington from Porto
rtico. Mr. Scott sailed from New
York for Ponce, May 8. Since the
Island passed under the control of
this government he has taken a deep
interest in the condition there. He
visited it for the purpose of thoroughly familiarizing himself with the
latest phase of the political situation.
He was accompanied by Mrs. Scott
and Representative Rucker of Colorado. Mr. Scott says his Investigation Impressed hltn with the fact that
the Porto Rlcan are grossly abusing the unprecedented liberality extended them by the Foraker act.
"The present troubles In Porto
Rico are due largely to the uncru-ptilou- s
cunning of tine man. Muros
Rivera." said Mr. Scott. "He Is the
head and brains of the Unionist party
now in power.
For many years he
has kept the people In a state or turmoil.
In the Spanish regime he was
timeg fur po.
Imprisoned forty-eight

liticBl offenses.

"The newspapers are printing editorials denouncing the United Slates
and some o ft.hem go so far as to appeal to the
natives to arm them
selves and drive the Americans from
the Island. The leader of the other
political organization, known as th
Republican party, is a negro, Pr.
Barhosa. who Is n public spirited citi
zen and something of a statesman.
That party Is without representation
In tne ele tlve srnreh cf the
the 3". members ot that
Hn.ty M
all UnioniUi and follower
of Rl .i a.
"Governor Post 's doln? Ui". b ,J"t
be can. but he Is handici ooi d In his
efforts 'o Aniericarmo the Istai 1. because the Porto Ricins have no conception of American methods of gov
I am Inclined to the beernment.
lief that the people would be con
tented if we could rid the island of
Rivera and h!s ssoi?!ntes. Thev arc
prosperous. Land that fls'e years ago
could be bought for $3(1 and $40 an
acre, no'A Is selling at
and iun
an acre. Despite the provisions cf
a
corporation
act
that
the Foraker
cannot hold more than 500 acres, the
American Tobacco company has se
cured a foothold anil soon will con- trol the tobacco production. Tt makes
contracts with the growers and h:s
no competitor.
"It is Imperative that Congress pass
the Olmstead bill without delay. Otherwise, June 30. Porto Rico will be
without funds to maintain Its govA large part of the revernment.
enues Is being expended In road
building. Under our control there
has been four times as much road
building as there was In the 400 years
of Spanish domination."
'egls-Vitnr-

-

--

New York. May 2x. "We will bo
talking to tiie people of Mare before
the lith. of next September,"
said
Leo Mtevens, the aeronaut, when he
arrived In town from Amherest college, where 'he has spent several days
with Prof. Pavid R. Todd, the scientist, who will endeavor to communicate with the earth's neighbor by
means of wireless from a balloon.
Mr. Stevens announced that plans
are completed for the unique voyage
to the edge of the world's atmosphere In a mammoth balloon equip- ped with a special apparatus invent- id by iProf. Todd, and that it was
now only necessary to wait
until!
Mars was sufficiently close to tho
world, which would be early in September.
The daring scheme evolved by
Prof. Todd and Mr. Stevens to communicate with the Martians necessitates tho most remarkable paraphernalia. Including two hermetically
sealed glass fronted aluminum casos
with tanks of oxygen attached for
breathing .speaking tubes connecting
one tank with the other, a powerful
wireless plant with ten miles of wire
Haling down to the earth, specla'ly
made clothing of tremendous thickness and all manner of navigating in-

Ladies, Here is the Way to Find
Real Bargains
' Wise women read Citizen Want Ads every day. They know
they are for a good purpose, else they would not be in The Citizen. They also know that they get full value from their paper

only when they read the Want Ads. Surely you want to know
what others have learned to value, so redd Citizen Want Ads every day. Start now you will learn many things that wi'l interest
you. You know how society folks are; how they discard fine
gowns, wraps and furs after wearing them a little vhil. Haven't
you often thought how nice it would be if you could buy them?
Your dignity would not be lowred a bit. and think how much you
would save. Your neigbhors would not know that you bought
things from th jse people if you read Citizen Want Ads. The.-- e
people would rather sell tl.rect t j you at a small cost than to dealers. You can also find many bargains in household oods, too.
Read Citizen Want Ads svery dav and see how much money you
will save, and ho easy it is to hive the best of everything

struments.

"We will resort to our tanks at tha
height of five or six miles," said Mr.
Stevens, "while we are comfortably
sitting In our chairs with the oxygen
pump giving us life, we can wat?n
tho ascent of the balloon. When wo
arrive at the proper height commun
ication by means of the wireless,
which the professor ha Invented and
which is unlike any other wireless,
will be begun.
"Prof. Todd thinks he can pick up
messages from Mans easily at the
I
edge of this world's atmosphere.
know little about astronomy, but I
have guaranteed to take him where
he wants to go In my car.
"The flight will take live or six
hours. We will carry a small supply
g
of
food to help us
withsftuml the intense cold, qhould
emergency arise. The whole wireless
apparatus, including the ten miles ot
v.iro which will trail from the basket
of the balloon clown toward the earth
will weigh only 200 pounds.
"I believe we will come down allvv,
although this trip, which will have o
be the highest ever made, will be attended with some danger. We must
reach ten miles, the professor tells
me, to obtain the best results. Eight
miles is the greatest height ever before reached In a balloon, and then
members of the party died from cold
and rarity of air.
"We are making these aluminum
tanks to prevent Jut such a disaster.
Both Pr. Todd and I will begin trainWe will
ing for the trip In July.
have tanks of oxygen sent to our
homes and will begin breathing it to
get accustomed against the time when
nothing else. This
we may have
training will be continued systemat
ically up to the time of ascension.
"The ground wires aiso will be
used in carry any messages from
Mars we may receive straight down
to the earth, where they will he re
corded. I will take Pr. Todd on nu
merous ascensions between now and
the time for our big flight to get him
used to ballooning. He will succeed
In this venture if anyone can."
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Heads of Bureaus In War Department Seek to Have
the Staff Elimin-

Tuesdays Thursdays Saturdays

Round Trip Rates
Los Angeles
San Diego
Redondo Beach
Catalina Island
San Francisco

ated.

$35.00
35.00
35.00
37.25
45.00
35.00

.
Washington, P. C, May 28. Troubles and rumors of troubles in the
.
navy department because of the friction between the bureaus and between
the staff and the line, have served to
some extent to draw public attention!
Tickets Limited to November 30, 1909
away from the troubles that are be-- 1
setting the general staff of the army,
CUd to answer Questions
Officers of the organization, of which!
beginGeneral Bell is the chief, are
T. E. PURDY, Agent
ning to suspect the bureau heads in
the war department have plotted
i: gainst the general
staff.
A feeling of veiled
hostility un- treasures, while he is always away
doubtedly exists between the general
from his. Why doesn't Punmeir re
staff and the bureau chiefs in Secturn I ask you that. Where the
The
See I. II. Oox, Ue promoer, for gar retary Dickinson's department.
evil Is the man all these years?"
Hi voice had risen with the length den hose. .All grade and prices, from creation of the staff limited the pow-- !
$10O KKWARD, 9100.
ers once held by the bureaus, and disinterested persons reading the art--Inj
of the speech, and it piped forta !n 95 to $8. Garden hose repairing. 70
The readers of this paper will bo
the members of the organization say! hies which recently have appeared
West Central. Phone 120.
startled staccato.
many newspapers would Infer that ' pleased to learn that there Is at least
Knowlton looked about apprehen- the aencral Htalt' has heen arrogating one dreaded disease that science bas
lvely.
to itself functions not contemplated been aole to cure in all Its stages, and
So far as we are concerned, what
liy law or legulatlons. and that it has that Is catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cur
way.
difference does it make?" he asked.
been Interfering unwarrentedly with Is the only positive cure now known
It had been some years since 1 Things are Just as they are. in any
the interior administrative functions tc the medical fraternity. Catarrh be
ing a constitutional disease, require
of the various bureaus.
had last seen Carl Bergheim, and it vent. You are satisfied, and I am
was with no little trouble that
now satisfied; there are only two parties
Army "Ulcers are under strict dis- a constitutional treatment. Hall's Cawhat's
remember
cipline.
believed my own i
lie carried to this bargain.
Naval officers are In like tarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting
hih three
and leu more like clone Is done."
condition, hut the sailors have been directly upon the blood and mucous
INI
I slit I
man of ,r,0, a brisklv .mil ;;s erect
Berghelm grinned maliciously.
much more outspoken in their crit surfaces of the system, thereby de
as Knowlton himself, the old fellow
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ALBUQUERQUE CITIZES.

Clearing House for the People's Wants

MALI KELP
FXMALE KELP
CLERK8

houses

BOOKKEEPERS
SALESMEN
AGENTS

HOUSES FOR SM

Auto

DIRECTORY

Repairs-Bicycl-

BUSINESS

Ml

OPPni:-TTJNITCB-

HOPPING

S.

311 South Second St.

G

Indian Motor Cycles and Autn Tlr
Vulcanizing.
Bicycles for Sale or Rent. Ttmalr.
ing and Supplies of All Kinds.

8

MONET TO LO.

STAR FURNITURE

O. Nlrlsen, Mgr.

CO.
314 Gold avenue.

Household goods bought, sold and
exchanged. Mall orders promptly at
tended to.
WANTED-Posltlo-

ns

PROFESSIONAL

WANTED By a
stenographer and typewriter.
English and Spanish translations

POSITION

flrst-ela-

ss

Classified Ads in the Albuquerque
Evening Citizen Bring the
Best Results Try Them.

a specialty. Thorough knowledge
ef up to date business methods,
g
and insurance. Best
of reference turnlshed on application. Address R., care Citizen of-cbook-keepin-

e.

MALE HELP
WANTED A man
general farming,
No others
need
Rio Grande Live
Fe, N. M.
WANTED

GROCERIES

CARDS

A PIOCININI.

PHYSICIANS

S23 Sooth Second Street.

Staple and Fancv Groceries.
All
Kinds of Imported Italian Goods.
Pure Lucca Olive Oil. Phone 71.

L. BURTON, M. D.

SOLOMON

Physician and Sarfeon.

that understands
In

good health.

A.

apply. Address,
Stock Co., Santa

0 a month, $70 expense
allowance at start, to put out merchandise and grocery catalogues.
Mall order house. American Home
Supply Co.. Desk 44, Chicago, 111.
representatT ANTED Albuquerque
tive. Control staple line. Large
Position worth $i,IOO
yearly to man with business acquaintance ur to hustler. Consolidated Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. T.
SEN WANTED QUICKLT By Dig
Chicago snail order house, to distribute catalogues, advertise, etc.
expense allowance
IS a week;
ret asoatk: no experience required.
Manager, Dept. 101, 181 Wabaaa
avenae, Caieago.
sfsUTX and we will explain how we
say any man III per month and all
traveling expenses to take orders
ter portraits. Experience annecee- eary. This offer made by the great- est portrait house In the world.
Write now befere It is too late.
K. D. Martel, Dept. 120, Chlcage.

let.

proprietors of the new real estate of
at 117 West Gold avenue, are pre
pared to serve the public along all

fice

DENTISTS
DR.

J. K. KRAFT.

R00fe

.

f

I

'

'

:

WANTED

hand
WANTED Second
clothes
bought and sold. 301 South Second
Street, phone 740.
m ANTED To buy large
tract of
Umber. Give full report, cash
Brio, location, shipping facilities,
SALESMEN
also terms. I. C. Cockey. 324 Kitt-redBldg Denver, Colo.
VANTmD
Information regarding WANTED Salesman : Experienced In
tarm ur business for sale; not parany line to sell general trade In
ticular a'bout location; wish to hear
An unexcelled speNew Mexico.
from owner only, who will sell diproposition.
cialty
Commissions
rect to buyer; give price, descripwith 331 weekly advance for extion, and state when possession can
penses. The Continental Jewelry
e had. Address L. Derbyshire,
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Box It 19. Rochester. N. T.
ALSMN WANTED We want
men capable of earning 110, 171 or
AGENTS
S109 per week to sell rotary wind
signs. If you can get and mean
if ANTMD Agents to sen our tins of business, write Albright Sign Co.,
dgare with a new patent elgar
Muncle. Ind.
tighter. Can also be carried as a
educated
ANT sVD An energetic,
side lis. Address Crown Cigar Co.,
man to sell the New International
Mnwaakee. Wis.
In New Mexleo;
neyolopaedla
MONEY IN SOPASTE Cleans hands
splendid epenlng; state age, presd
In a Jiffy;
can, 8c; sells
ent employment and give referenlike hot cakes at 25c; mammoth
ces. Dodd, Mead and company;
Illustrated list of big sellers free.
Bhakert Building. Kansas City. Mo.
Write Parker Chemical Co., Chi- CAPABLE SALESMAN
cover
To
cago.
New Mexico with staple line. High
AGENTS make 15 daily selling our
commissions,
with 1100 monthly
National Clothes Drying Rack, readvance.
Permanent position to
quired In every home. Absolutely
right man. Jess 11. Smith Co., Denew. Bend 60 cents for sample and
troit, Mich.
territory. Culver & Co., 171 Wash- WANTED Salesman to carry
ington street, Chicago.
Souvenir Post Cards as aids
proposition.
line. Money making
men to sell GasoJDtiPONSIHLE
1109
Some of our men making
lene Lighting Systems. Exclusive
monthly. State references. Gartner
territory, attractive proposition to
As Bender, Chicago.
right parties. Catalog free. Acors
Brass Vfg. Po. Chicago. 111.
WANT ID
l0 a month, 170 expense
ehaadise and grocery catalogues;
make 110 to
itlHN'ls
110 dally selling the greatest phomall order house. American Home
Supply Co., Desk 11, Chicago, 111.
to sn specialty
ever produced;
ometslns new und unusual. L. K. ALE9MKN interestee in Post Card
Chi-eastutter. Mgr.. it oarrull
side line, write for our new offer,
r
free sampls outfit, highest comvtJiOilo ATTENTION! Dlozo CabT-ae-ts
missions. We manufacture comguard the home from contagplete Uae of albums, stands, cards,
ion and disease. Require no attenviews. Continental Art Co., IK W.
tion. Just hang them up. that's ail.
kfsoro St.. nhhwn
People are buying them by the V ANTED 100 experienced .talesmen
thousand. Send at once for sample
of good address at once to sell
and terms. Montana Sales Co., Dls- Mexican lands; 'olg commissions;
rlhutor. Butt. Mont
aur best men are making tiOO re
II. It! a month; everybody buys
Won't Might a Good Friend.
and. Mexican West Coast Cum-osr"If ever I need a cough medicine
Kansas City. Mo.
again I know what to get," declares
il PER WBEK PAID ON a PERSON
Mrs. A. L. Alley of Keals. Me., "for.
in ach county to handle our big
after using ten bottles of Dr. King's
advertising combination. J. S. Selg-le- r
New Discovery, and seeing its excelCompany. Como Block. Chicago
lent results In my own family and othiierafug n t s
ers. I am convinced It Is the best WANT EI) High cl .i:
to organize sal-medicine made for coughs, colds and
force an'l handle
lung troublf." Evpry one who tries it
sale of new fin. I winning fixciulty
extensively advertised.
Sales rap-Idl- y
fevi Just that way. Relief Is felt at
once and Its quick cure surprises you.
Increasing. Kjh eptiur ;i 'ly profFor Urnnchltis, hMhma. hemorrhage,
itable liuHinivs cun be obtained in
croup, laijrlppe, sore throat, pain in
each city or district by rijjht man.
chest or lungs Its supreme. 60c and
Give full details concerning your11.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by
self in first letter. The I'ronr.ss
all dealers.
Co.,
Vt5g., Chicago.
two-poun-

te
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RESTAURANTS

Room IB.
IT.

T. Armlje Bonding.

EDMUND

J. ALGER, D. D. 8.

t a. m. to 11:M
l'.St to p. m.

Office hours,

p.

I

Appetntments) made by mafL
Central Ave.
Phone 4M

304 W.

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN
Attorney a Law.
Office First National Bank BaUUUaf
Albaquerqne, New Mexico.

E. W. DOBSOIf
Attorney a Law.
Office, Oro Orwell Block.
AJImqaaqne, New Mexleo.
JOSE C. ESPINOSA
Attorney

FOR SALE

FOR REN1

AND

tit

DENTISTS.

It isn't necessary to tell your neighbors all about your business. It only starts them
to talking and gossiping about matters which don't concern them. So don't put that sign
up in a front window when you have a room to rent.
Nobody likes to walk up to a house with a sign staring him in the face it looks tc
commercial, not like a home. If he wanted a hotel where everybody could room who had
the price, he'd go there.
But if he wants a comfortable home in a refined family don't you think such a sign
kind of grates on his nerves?
Often he will not come at all, because he reasons that any one who tries to save money
by putting a sign in the window instead of advertising will try to save on the soap and
towels every morning and maybe on the heat.
But if you advertise your room in the want ad columns he knows he will get a nice
comfortable place because you know how to go about things.
If you nevf r thought of it this way before you ought to try an ad without delay. It
will pay you. And it will keep the neighbors from talking about your perst nal affairs, too.
Isn't it worth while?
But remember, if you want the best and quickest results, use the CITIZEN Classified
page.

MEXICO CLEANING
PRESSING WORKS.

West Gold avenue. French dry
and steam cleaning. Goods called for
and delivered. Phone 1141. J. A.
Rooms I and S. Barnet BaDdlng, Gardner, Prop.
Over Oiueuy Drug Store.
Appointments) Made by hfafl.
M. RYAN, TAILOR.
Phone 944.
Cleaning, pressing and repairing.
S01 South Second street,
AN
DR& COPP
PETTTT.

A Sign of Gossip

i

List your property

Tailors & Cleaners
NEW

Dental Surgery.

j

GOLD AVENUE REALTY CO.
M. Boltle and Edward LeBreton,

real estate lines.
with us.

at Law.

SAN JOSE RESTAURANT.
Open day and night, 211 West On
tral. In addition to our regular
meals
We serve short orders, noodles, chop
suey In all styles and other mandarin
dishes. Give us a trial.

JACOB FLAMING.
311 South First Street.
Cafe, lunch counter and lunch sup
plies. Opposite Santa Fe depot. Fur
nlshed rooms by day or week.

SHOEMAKERS
'

FOR RENT.
$8.00 I room house,
hops on Pacific avenue.
$10.O Comfortable,
asw
house. North Eighth St.
$8.00
tent house and
barn, corner Marble and 13th
--

J.

D.

10 to IS and 8 to 4
Telephone MS
Rooms S,
and 10. State National
Bank Block.

WANTBD

a..

SHORTLE,

Hoars

FEMALE HELP
Aj ixperlehced saleslady.;
Rosenwald's.
VT ANTED
At once, one lady cook
and waitress. Central Employment
Agency, 113 West Central avenue.
Lady to represent us at
WANTED
home; good position; good pay and
tailor made suit free In to days.
unnecessary;- - reliable
Experience
firm. Address J. E. McBrady Co.,
Chicago.
marWANTED
A lady collector,
ried or single, to collect a few days
saonUly for a Cellfernla Installment house. Easy work, good pay.
References required. Address Box
144, Oakland. Cal.

GL

Practise limited to TaberoaJoias.

t0

REAL ESTATE

Residence, 110 Sooth Walter Street,
Pbone mo. Office,
Barnet
Building. Phone. SIT.

Established
FOR SALR.
300.00 Six front lots on a.
Copper ave. Great bargain.
$1,000.00
A
home;
large lot. Keleher ave. Rare
chance to buy a good aoais
cheap. Easy terms.
a,vuu Tnree beautiful cor
ner lota, 75x200 ft. on tr. 7V
Jeras ave. This Is a
12300
good house;
two lots, stables, on South
Edith, close In. An exceptional
bargain.
n
Sisuo Rooming hou"
Central ave. Great chanc for
quick buyer. Easv terms.
MANY OTHER BARGAINS IN
ALL SECTIONS OF CITY.
LOTS IN NEW TOWN OP
BELEN at orhrinal nlat nrloea.
Call at our oflice for fun par
ticulars.
CHOICE VACANT LOTS IN
CITY OF ALItUOCEKOTTR. Km
us before buying elsewhere. We
emu save you money.

&.

FURNITURE

LOST AND FOUM

JOM 1011 Ei
REALTY CO.
1683

es

U

F.
RANCHES FOR

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

CANVASSERS

BUSINESS

ROOMS TO RE'S r

Classified Mds

8TEKOGRAPITER8

I

for nv.sr

strtet.

$13.00 Very close In, modern
rooms for light housekeeping
on North Second street.
$16.00
house. XVet
Central Ave., near Castle Hun-In- g.
Partly furnished.
$20.oo Rooming aoase with
store room, close to shops,
$23.004 room furnished Rat.
with sleeping porch, all modern, plenty shade, on IN. Second
et. Cool summer home.
23.504 room modern brick
house. West Marquette.
$2.50 per week, $ rooms, furnished for light housekeeping.
West Copper, near Third street
$68.00 Hotel Henrietta. U
brand new, never occupied, Is
modern, 17 rooms; Sne location, a bargain.
$150.00
Rico hotel, t story
brick, N. First st, between Central and Copper ave. Lower
floor store rooms. Upper floors
have 18 modern finished rooms
for rooming house. Will rent
upper or lower floors separate.
Low rent. Great opportunity.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE.
Raving the only up to date
Abstract Books for the elty of
Albuquerque
and county of
Bernalillo, and a competent
experienced
and
abstractor,
and conveyancer In our office,
we are prepared to furnish
correct ABSTRACTS OF TITLE) on SHORTEST NOTICE,
and at LOWEST PRICES.

! a9 Wtat Gold Avnu
44444ww4444ww4

N. YANNI.

The Missouri Society of New J
Hoot and Shoe Maker, 115 S. Third St
Mexico meets the second Wed- - 41
Men's Shoes.
nesday of each month at Odd 41
Vt Soles and Heels, nailed
11.00
Fellows hall, S21 South Second
31.C0 4 street.
M Soles and Heels, sewed,
Next meeting Wed nee-- 4
Ladies' Shoes.
day, Jnne 0.
4
H Soles and Heels, nailed
75c
Headquarters at room 4, Bar 41
H Soles and Heels, sewed
11.31
nets building. Second and Cen- - 41
Only the very best rock-oa- k
sole
tral. Phone 1070.
leather used and absolute satisfac
All MdsMontiant are requested 4
All work guaran
tion guaranteed.
4 to call and register.
teed. All work given prompt atteu
O. J. KRAEMEK,
,
tion.
Secretary.

(Llcenslado.)
Will Do a General Practice In a'l
FOR SALE For Sale cards at The FOR RENT For Rent cards at The
Courts.
Sen? for Our Select List ef 3
Citizen office.
Citizen office.
Room 19, Armljo block, Albuquerque,
FIFTY CALIFORNIA PAPER
CHUNG LEB
FOR SALE Store fixtures. Inquire FOR RENT Modern 4 room house,
New Mexico.
whereby you can Insert dls- at corner store, opposite pogtofflce.
(C. O. D. Laundry.)
furnlHhed, close In; will rent for
In all papsrs for
Chinese Laundry, 307 South Second O play ads
months. Address B., Citizen.
three
FOR SALE The house at 203 N.
DOLLARS
rrVX
MODEfeTO C. ORTIZ.
"
PBR INCH 41
Street.
Edith at a bargain. Inspect same. FOR RENT-rMode- rn
houses, 4 to S
ff The Dake Advertising
Atorney-at-LaAgency,
Only
first class work done, and sat
Chas. Mann, Old Albuquerque.
rooms, close. In. W. H. McMillion,
Incorporated.
isfaction guaranteed. Laundry called
(Llcenslado.- real estate broker. 211 W. Cold.
FOR SALE Two lots (100 feet), cor
417 8. Mala 81 II Grsiry It
ner Arno and Manuel. C. E.
Los Angeles, Cal. San Fraaelsej.
FOR RENT Barn and carriage shed Rooms 3 and C, Armljo Block, 304 4 for and delivered.
ave.
W.
Albuquerque,
Central
Citizen office.
two stalls in barn. 415 South WalNew Mexico.
ter.
FOR SALE Modern
house;
easy terms and price reasonable. FOR RENT Four room surnlaned
The rapid Increase in our bwHnesa
Inquire 314 North Walter.
house, 114 per month. Southwest
John W. Wilson
Is due to good work and fair treatJohn A. White
ern
E.
Realty
201
Co..
Central.
brick,
FO R SALE Modern
WILSON St, WHITE.
tILS. HEWITT,
ment of our patrons. Hubbs Laundry.
11,000 down, balance to suit pur- 117 South Third St.
Rooms
Dealer in sewing machines and all
chaser, S23 W. Marqetta.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law.
their parts; bicycles, typewriters and
YEARS
FOR SALE Adobe house, four large
creamery supplies.
FOR RENT Furnished Rooms for
Expert repairer
Will do a general practice ha
rooms, stone foundation,
IENCE
Rent cards at The Citizen office.
of locks; keys made and fitted; bicyAll Courts.
lot, three room frame in rear, city
and sewing ma
water, located in Highlands, 11000. FOR RENT Two nicely furnished Rooms 15, IT, and 10, Cromwell cles, typewriters
lildg, Albuquerque, N. M.
chines repaired. Albuquerque, N. M
rooms, modern, 115. 114 W. Gold
Southwestern Realty Co.
rooms for
RENT .Private
FOU SALE
frame house, FOR
housekeeping, with yard. Rent rea
close In on Walter St., price 11,800.
ERA M. BON
AUCTIONEER
jtk
sonable. 524 West Central.
Apply Southwestern
Rood terms.
Trade Mark
Realty Co.. 201 E. Central.
Attorney at Law.
Dta:oN
J. M. Sollio. of the firm of Sollie &
FOR riALE 2 live room frame, 12,- COevaiOMT
etc.
SnfanSMndlng s aketrh stid dMrriptkftt w
100; 1300 ca.sh. balance
Pensions, Land Patents, Oopywrtghts, Lc Hreten, 117 West Gold avenue,
120 per
has obtained an auctioneer's license
qiiic'- - uiti.kiii our oi.iiii.iu fr wfaetu- -r ai
month. .Southwestern Realty Co., FOR SALE Profitable,
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
established
Comn.unlc.
pr.hblf
invention
for the purpose of serving the public
HANDBOOK on l'tntj
201 E. Central.
Marks, Claims,
business. Owner must leave city,
unt free. ol.1et nyptiry fori.vrurtng' LMUvnta.
In that capacity as well as doing an
Aluj.n
W.
Washington,
N.
C.
D.
Street
Inquire
t'ateuui
throueh
a
office.
F
Co. rvcwlrt
taken
Citizen
tt
brick, 75 fo.it
FOR SALE
auction business at their own store
tptcMnotUt, wlttioul cttnimUiS
lot, large burn, fruit, shade, windseeking a publisher
AUTHORS
on Thursday of each week, at 2:30
mill, also city water 12,000; half
Scientific
should communicate
with
the
THOS. K. D. MABDIBON
and 7:30 o'clock. Mr. Sollie has
cash. Southwestern Realty Co., 201
Cochrane Publishing company, 177
A hrandtfOmwfT
mn
iUntratMi we'?. Tar
had broad experience in the auction
cnlatUiU of n; ritvitifjn )urrig,l.
1 rmt, ftU ft
E. Central.
Attorney at Law
Tribune building, New Tork city.
business In his younger days. With
f "nr ; four m on turn, $i, txjid If til BNd.r.v
LE
FOR SALE A one Bardman piano, FOR-SAgood
hU close attention to ouslness and the
Well established,
MUNN & Co.36,B".Hew Yorl
Office, 117 West Geld A vs.
goed as new, beautiful tene. A
polite and eay way In which he can
paying business. Invoices about
V St Wublnviun. I). C
UruaaOBw
chance to possess an Instrument of
O.
AlbuBox 330.
address the people, will assure him
Address P.
unexcelled make at Just half what
querque, New Mex.
success as In other days. The peoINSURANCE
It la worth. On exhibit at Whlt-son- 's
ple of Albuquerque can make
no
Music store, 134 touts 8
mistake in giving
Mr. Sollie their
FOUND
LOST
ond street, Albuquerque.
B. A. fiLEYSTKK
work.
Stenographer's note book,
Kdl'MJ
Insaraaoe,
Notary
Real
Estate,
TYPEWRITERS
containing clippings. Owner can
HTAUK TO J KM KB LKAVhM
Sit
Pebiic
have same by calling at Citizen ofto tako Cardul. for your (errulo
WEST GOLD EVERY MORNING A1
FOR RUNT Typewriters, all kinds.
fice and puying for ad.
OTTiOCir.
troubles, because ve are sure it
xchaogt,
Albuquerque Typewriter
Rooms 11 and 14, Cromwell Blk.
will help you. Remember that
111 West Central.
Albuquerque
New Mexico
Lived lo2 Years.
thU great f emalo Kmedy
FOR SALE Oliver Typewriter No.
Wm. Parr England's oldest man
A. K. WALKER
5, new; never been ued. Sacrifice.
AND CURE
married the third time at 120, worked
li;!lttt Studio.
LUNGS
In the fields till 132 and
lived 20
fire
lasnrance
years
youthPeople
longer.
should
be
Our work is as near perfection
WITH
l.Jsniblc. No old, worn out, broken ful at 40. James Wright, of Spurlock. Hecrrtary Matoal Baildlng Associativa
how to remain young. "1
117 West Orntray Arenas
down or obsolete machinery lu our Ky . ho
year-old
hoy,"
like
plant.
if
Ktr) thing new and up to
has brought reliel to thousands of
(hi; minute Always better work and j - ntes. ' after taking fix bottles o!
OSTEOPATH
olncr aiUt vonieii, so
no to
rip
kidyears
Elect
thirty
flitters.
For
inure prompt service. We defy Comyou ? For heauache. backache,
petition. A trial huiullo will con. ney trouble made .ife a burden, bu1
pnrcB
.
FOR
C. II. tO.VXOK, M. I. I.
periodica) pains, femite weakyou.
vine
lAundrj Co. m tirst oottle of this wonderful and
Imperial
w OLDS
"till BotUa Fro
Iluek or post office, Phoue US. Red Icine convinced me I had found the
ness, many have said It Is "the
ANBALITHROAT
LUNQ
ANN
greatest
a
on
They're
cure
earth."
TROUBLES.
Onleoputll.
aborts.
best medicine to take." Try It I
or
Godsend to week, sickly
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
Tor tins best Morli on whirl waists old people. Try them. COc at all
Specialist in Chronic Diseaes. Offices
Sold In This CTy
OR JCONEY 2lrjNDEI.
patronize Hubbs I .sundry Co.
N. T. Armljo Uuilding.
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Tlicy ItmaYvr Your lrnlo.
Everybody who trie. them is willing and anxious to put their mark
of approval on our celebrated brand
of pure candle and confections. Their
very appearance and exquisite aruma
suggest purity and tempt the palRte.
Thoy are made of pure sugar, and
the positive purity of every other Ingredient Is guaranteed.
Very high
qualities but by no means high prices.
Itn-aux-

Look at this

REGAL
Oxford
in our Window
the next time you're passing our store.
Note its trim, smart lines and exclusive custom shape. It's
an exact reproduction of an expensive model designed by a
famous New York custom shoemaker.
And we can show you
other Regal styles just as smart as this one, if you will step inside
our store. Regal Oxfords hug the ankle, and Regal quarter-size- s
insure an exact fit
We want to fit you to a pair of these Regal Oxfords, because
we Jfcmu they're the greatest shoe values in the world and will
give you complete satisfaction.

SCnCTT OAVPT CO.
Second Door North of P. O.

PERSONAL.
PARAGRAPHS

$350 $400 and $500
W. Central

C.MAY

314
W. Central

jmnnrfflfrlfh I

1

I

Exclusive Agency for Women's Hanan Shoe

Try Glorleta beer. Phone 482.
Insure In the Occidental Life.
T. P. Tulle. sherifT
of McKinl-- y
county, is In the city from Oaliup.Mr. and Mrs. Powell Staokhouse,
Jr., arrived In the city yesterday from
San Antonio.
(Jrfgory Page, proprietor of the
Page hotel ut liallup, wan an Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
grandMrs. W. II. Jennie and
daughter, Thalia, have returned from
a three months' visit in Southern California.
A. H. Petit left lact night for San
Marclal. where he has accepted a position in tlie .Santa Fe otllces as .stenographer.
W. A. Lamb of the Hendrlo-Uolt-holManufacturing company, is in
the city for a few days from Den
T

ver.

ilanan's
.iJHWear
-

Ii

and

Quit Worrying

wty

Few women realize how much needless nerve strain can be
right kind of shoes, until they have tried
Hanan Footwear. Fifty years study of the proportions of the normal font i the experience behind the lasts on which Hanan shoes
are mad'. Therrfnre all the good points that can be found In a
good shoe are to be had In Hanan quality. It Is easier to ask us
for H.iniinx than it is to describe a good shoe. Try them and Judge
for yourself.
slaved by wearing the

J

Hanan ihoes and Oxfords,
91

r

rniivw, may

aT,BIIQ1JERQUK CITIZEN.

P VGE KIGRT.

All

Leathers

$5.00, $5.50, $6.00

WITTi"'1Ifflrii'iftTii

Mr. J. ". Marshall of South Arno
street, arrived last night from To
peka, Kan., where she has been vis
iting her son for several months.
Mrs. J. F. Fisher of West Marquette avenue, left lust night for Chicago and other eastern points. She
expects to be absent about three
months.
Welvnrt, millinery, 312 West Cenlow
tral, offers some exceptional
prices on her beautiful hat of latest
styles, as a clearing sale. Itemembcr
ber stock Is new.
J. C. Flournoy and family left lust
night for Los Angeles, where they wil'
make their home. Mr. Flournoy has
accepted a position ns traveling salesman for a large hardware house in
that city.
Mrs. Harry Johnson left last night
trip east. She will
on a pleasure
visit at Topeka, Kan., Washington. D.
C, and other cities farther enst. and
will be absent from Albuquerque sev- erul weeks.
(Ira ham Ualley was fined V by Pofor
lice Judge Craig this morning
riding a horse through the down town
good
llalley was riding at
streets.
speed "ii Central avenue and the

PRESCRIPTIONS?
Burros Wanted

The WILLIAMS DRUG
117 W. CENTKAI, AVK

mxK Fitovr.

Co!

IMIOXE

789.

Boys, ltring jour burros to Trimble's Stables Siturday afternoon
at '1 oV'ock and hear of some-

thing that

will

interest

you.

liorstj hrjeami', unmanageable
Whey
iIM'Wlt
the ,t. Klnn saloon. TIY
nnlmal ran upon the sidewalk biXI
fell.
ho wltm sk.WI
Ofllccr Knnpp.
the fast ride, gumuioecd the rider to
appear in police court this morning.
The fire cVpnrtment was called :c
737 South Killth street shortly art-- r
o'clock this afternoon, where the
barn In the rear of the Kdgar Pass
A stiff wind
ri sldence wns burning.
was blowing ami it was feared for a
short lme that a disastrous fire
would result.
The blasr.e wns Soon
extinguished.
There were no hors
I
nthe stable at the time, but a large
quantity of hay W:is burned. A false
slarni called the firemen to Second
and Central this afternoon.
Manuel XI. Otero, one of Santa Fe's
most popular young business men,
was an Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
K!ks'
Mr. Otero says that the new
opera house nt Smtn Fe Is rapidly
rearing completion, it will seat over
Mmi people' and will have
a stage
large enough for any of the big attractions that comes wist. The lodge
will hold Its meetings on the stage.
The new house will be lighted by
over BOO lights and according to Mr.
Otero the Great White Way will look
like a dingy streak of San Francisco
avenue beside U.
News was received In this city a
few days ago to the effect that Or.
D. M. Malloy. who for the past six
months has been assisting Dr. John
W. Colbert at the Santa Fe Coast
Linen hospital in this city, and who
was recently appointed by the bureau of Insular affairs at Washington. D. C. as medical Inspector in the
Philippine islands, sailed from San
Francisco May 21. Dr. Malloy. whose
home Is In Mississippi, is a graduate
of the medical department of the
ITniversity of Nashville, Tcnn., and
his many friends in this city are
pleased to hear of his success.
A very elaborate program and entertainment has been arranged by the
members of the Woodmen circle,
Cottonwood firovc No. 2. to take
place In the I. O. o. F. hull' tomora
row evening.
Musical program.
dunce and supper are the features of
the evening and a delightful time Is
anticipated.
Invitations have been
extended to the Woodmen of the
World and their ladies, and friends of
the circle. Sunday afternoon at 2:30
the members are requested to meet
at F.Iks' theatre at 2 o'clock to join
the XV. O. W. and attend the unveiling of a monument and dedication
services In Fairview and Santa P.ar-bacemeteries.

IMALOY'S
Butter

!

j

30c "pound

I

C. O. CUSUMAN, See.

4 Treas.

Men's and Boy' Outfitters

h
Saturday Evening Post about
Srr .Mt Clothes for men you can put to the test

In

bef

.

Stein-Bloc-

e

1:

:

:

our glass. We sell the clothes in this town.

AH Popular Prices

$18 to $30

Special Bargain
60 Dozen Hose in Plain Colors; worth
35c Only 25c or $1.25 for Box
of Six Pairs.

fabrics In all
Marx
of Hart, Schaffner
clothes: and all the other
good points.
All-wo-

This store

Hart

Cprriht

t

e

bf

Hr

4.5

TERM

ICL

WITHOUT

Think of simply placing the ingredient! in a freezer
ZaBBBu
and Uter findins the content frozen into the Dot
delicious crtamt or ices, absolutely smooth and velvety. All without labor.
All without the usual danger of ptomaine poisoning. It seems like magic. This
wonderful freezer does k.

GO

Buy the Sanitary Crystal Glass Ice Cream Freezer
Pour the cream into the glass freezer. Pack in ice and tall as usual. Set aside
until frozen. That is easier than grinding for even ten minutes. Lift jar from ice
pack, runsa on under a taucet. rush the rod against
false bottom. Slice. If you do not wish to use all
The cream may be kept a week by renewing ice pack. No dasher to clean. No machinery to
rust, clog or Wear out. Guaranteed as represented.

for our
Semi-Annu- al

Price $1.25

Piano
Bargain
Sale

M.d.brTHB
v
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; J. A Wood, Prop.

55

POST

SCRIBNER'S

OIKf.

ALE
Iiu-m-

,

fctt frontage on

liud. (iu up

AIm rliU'Ucns and
lv 415
for Mile.

If

West Silver Avenue.

and be satisfied.
Finest
rooms.
Cleanliness in aU
things our motto.
Come.

.

.

iiimli-r-

ni

ilitl. 71
Splendid

Dancing

tally fur.

Fifth

In

ken

nt.

at

Academy

limning pigeons
North Fifth Hi.

AlCTION.

Monday. May 31. 190S. 2 p.
m.
Kharp, at 420 South Edith t., comfiirniHhIngs
hous-- ,
plete
of a
consisting of dainty oak und mission
pieces, khs rnnK lin r.s, et'-- In fact,

Everything that can be
had oh the market will
be found in our store.

i

118

i.'iil'iHT Thin! & Gold

I
AND

it

blankets

WRIGHTS TRAlilNO

: Elks Ball Room

six-roo- m

t

205 South First Street

;

vcrythinif.

J.

SKINNER'S

1

of a

will soil

M.

SOLUK.
Auctioneer.

I

AllTlOX.
at auction the contents

hou.e in front of Sollie
and Le Breton's store. 117 West Gold
avenue, Satui'dny. May 29th. ut 1 p.
in.
J. M. SOLI.IE.

GENUINE BARGAIN

REGULAR

DANCES

Tuesday, Thursday an J
urday at 8:30 P. M.

t

i
j

Sat- -

5 Cents Per Dance
Classes Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, at 8:00 p. m.

Auctioneer.

i

GOOD MUSIC

and the sale is for one day only.

Our at Cost Sale j Strong Brothers

208 South 2d Street
Phone 832

Stock is still couplet; and plen- ty of good shoes to select from.
We have just received a large in- voice of Gentlemen's Lo.v Cut Tan
Shoes ot the latest design, and they
will go at cost.

rooctOooncoooo
;W1IEN

YOU BUY CUT GLASS ASK TOR

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY

We have both makes. Oar stock is large. Every piece marked very
low io plaia figures. We will give a 10 per cent discount on these goods
to reduce stock.

Jeweler

Hotel

00

Tuesday we will move to our new location, 120 S. Fourth
St., just opposite the new federal building, and in order to
reduce our stock we offer tomorrow our entire line of spring
and summer hats at bargains seldom equaled by anyone.
This is an opportunity worth grasping, as every hat is offered at a

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

attending the teach

ers' in.stitute room at

J

Interested

vywxxxrxxxxxxyrcxxxxxxxi

1

MFG. CO.

Sole Agents for Southwest

You
Will

VHITE VACONS

VL-I- 11

CONSOLIDATED
Hartford, Conn.

JOHN LEE CURKE, Inc.
Central Avenue and Ktrsi Street

Mr. Cash Buyer

LAUNDRY

PPDTT
I

ho Central
venue
Clothle- 1

CHURNING

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery

The Leading

1'

SAFE
CREAM

west Gold Avenue

Space

&
Saturday. June 2. Learnard
Lindemann will sell any copy of
popular music on display In their show
windows for ten cents.
This is the second music sale held
by l.earnard & Lindemann und it is
will
xpected that many customers
take advantage of this opportunity
'
Saturday.
Kvery tenth lady visiting the store
will lie presented with one copy of
music free.
To RENT Df day or ho nr. Maxwell touring oar. Phonn. office. Ii0:
residence, 1.

Miss LUTZ

the home of
&
Marx

I

This

REMEMBER THE DATE

Is

SchaftTier

clothes.

Scblfner It Utrn

SIMONS

Watch

Special Saturday Sale

What You
Read

ion.

Suit., $18 to $40

:
x I

Cleaning Work

Detachment! 'on FYictidly i:peilltlon
Attacked by Moro 1 hind Its.
Manila, P. I., May 28. There was
fighting on the itoumnn river on the
22nd, necording to advices received
here today, and two privates were
killed and one sergeant was mortally
wounded. A band of Moro bandits
surprised air outpost of the 18th
United States infantry at Kelthley and
poured a volley of bullets Into the
soldiers before they could defend
themselves. Two columns of Infan- tiy are In pursuit. The detachment!
attacked was engaged In protecting
friendly natives, and were inducing
them to cultivate their lands. The
bandits crept through a double sentry system to make their attack. It
Wi not
known" whether any of the attacking party were killed.

oooooacxyoorKxxxxxxxxxxxxxjp
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:

Hand Tailored Clothes
for Gentlemen

--

liSCORI'ORATKlj

models here; they-- v
produced some very stunwe
ning, smart
things;
have something for every
taste,
man's
the
from
quiet dresser
who sticks
to conventional
ideas, to
the swell young chap who
will "go the limit" of fash-

I J.A.GARDNER f

SOLDIERS

:

P"t

Phone 72

3i

:

Hart Schaffner
& Marx

E

E. L. Washburn Company

:

A. J. MALOY

Mw Max-fe-

UK j.

how
This Spring to
nftriy variatl nu tanra are
n1
in models of Suit
Overcoats. Nit kinks In
pockets, cu.fi on sleeve
cut of the skirts.
and
We'll show you the :at?t
things In
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KILL

AMERICAN

I

Strawberries
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California and Native

Bamplm Room
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Surprised

Belle Springs
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SIMPIER
CLAFK SHOE CO.
First Door North of Postoffice, South Second St.
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I
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ll H MMM.TXT.

Mrs. R. B. Patten
Lady Assistant

